
Bids Out on Warm Springs Dam 'Labor' Party
C As State's Opposition Crumbles Assailed
7 By AFL-CIO
f Business Manager Dale

Marr announced at press Local 3 played an instrumen-
tal part in the forging of a res-1. time that "all systems are fi- .0~2** olution at the recent AFI=CIO

* nally go" on the controver- #fi~ZA,A ENGINEERS NEWS convention in Los Angeles
sial Warm Springs Dam proj- ./..Ii-pl ./Q which takes aim at the subver-
ect in Sonoma County, north oaclilj//m sive movements of a left wing --

PUBLISHED TO PROMOTE THE GENERAL WELFARE OF ALL ENGINEERS AND THEIR FAMILIEE radical organization.; of San Francisco.
The resolution alerts all Ia-

The recent state opposition to *le/:9.9/.3.lis~,/3,2 Jurisdiction: N. California. N Nevada Utah. Hawaii & Mid-Pacific Islands bor unions to a group calling
the project initiated from Gover- itself the U.S. Labor Party and
nor Brown's Secretary of Re- warns of its extremist aims.
sources, Huey Johnson was for- "WHEREAS, A group call-mally withdrawn last week in a ing itself the US Labor Partyspecial announcement from John- projects whatsoever," Marr com- "Last month after Johnson's ~*:.r*·, continues to masquerade in theson's office. The declaration con- mented. maneuverings, we were happy e' - -· f.9 guise of a political party whichfirmed earlier reports from the Marr praised Congressman just to save the $35 million that ..·' , has some connection with or-Army Corps of Engineers and Clausen for "taking decisive ac- was requested for next year's bud- ganized labor. This organiza-Congressman Don Clausen (R-N. tion" to expedite the project, get," Marr said. "Once that was tion is not recognized by anyCal.), saying that state and fed- which has been held up in court accomplished, we threw every- 1 :rf ~ legitimate American union,eral experts had settled their dif- litigation and governrnent delays thing into high gear to get the any real labor leaders in this

5. and has no connection withferences over earthquake safety for four years. state's red tape cleared for the *.7*.1 .4- country. Some union membersand environmental impact of the Clausen is the Ranking Repub- project.dam project. have been deceived by the title
As Johnson was confirming the soLessubcortZe 1115~ has Warm'=:ittt i~someade Johnson , 46-4 assumed by this group, and

preliminary agreement, Corps of- jurisdiction over the $24 billion realize that state officials better have permitted its agents to ad-
ficials were mailing out official ,'Clean Water," Flood Control and not oppose projects unless they
notices of intent to seek construe- Water Conservation programs. have done their homework," he bers. The latest ploy of this

~ dress meetings of union mem-
tion bids March 1. It was at Marr's request that continued. "If they rely on the group is to tell building trades

; Date Marr pointed out that Clausen became involved in clear- kind of information they get from union leaders that it is strongly
quick resolution of the conflict ing the way for the opening of environmental gro ups li ke the in favor of nuclear power, and

, between the state and the Corps bids on the project. Warm Springs Dain Task Force, CONGRESSMAN DON CLAU- parades as the "only political
j was due primarily to "a large Bids for the project had orig- they are going to get themselves SEN of Northern California has party in favor of constructing

S number of telephone conversa- inally been scheduled for Feb. 1, into trouble with labor and the been instrumental in helping Lo- (Continued on Page 20, Col. 5)
f tions" between Local 3, Congress- but following a letter dated Jan. federal government." cal 3 on the fight for Warm

man Clausen, Huey Johnson and 5 from Huey Johnson to the Of- In opposing the project, Johnson Springs Dam. Besides his <ey
Colonel Vandenberg of the Army fice of Management and Budget at one point attempted to get the position on the Water Resources
Corps of Engineers . opposing construction of the dam Corps to sign a memorandum of Subcommittee, he also serves on Special Report

"I think that collectively, we until the resolution of several con- understanding that in the words the Surface Transportation Sub-
were finally able to convince John- flicts with the Corps , the bids of several officials would have committee, which authorizes the On 'New Left'son that the state ultimately has were delayed indefinitely (see En- "tied the federal government's Highway and Mass Transit pro- (See Pages 12 and 13)no veto power over Army Corps gineers News, February) (Continued on Page 3, Col. 3) grams.

And Geyser of Water

, Dumbarton Bridge Starts with Bang
The official beginning of the salt pond at the site of the new groups to obtain all the necessary four-lane facility about 90 feet

long awaited Dumbarton Bridge Dumbarton east end approach as permits for the $103 million proj- north of the old bridge. Over 11
started with a bang and a 60-foot dozens of jubilant supporters and ect. miles of construction will be in-

Bj geyser of water this month in dignitaries looked on. The dra- The present two-lane, 50-year- volved, including approaches and
~ 2;4~li Fremont. matic event marked the end of a old structure that now straddles improvements to streets connect-
~*, Dynamite, prepared by Local 3 long struggle led by the Operating the south end of the San Fran- ing the span to the Nimitz and the
Di:*1 member Randy Pitts, blasted a Engineers, and several citizens cisco Bay will be replaced by a Bayshore freeways.

- Converging at the wind swept
. site of the groundbreaking at the

Dumbarton Quarry were State
, .P.

... T  r  Senators John Holmdahl and Al-
I . fred Alquist, who were instrumen-

' tal in helping Local 3 to obtain
I .

»#3,

* r« * ~ ****?4*, ~ - 4-·t· 'r~:~, , * r 4~ ]I legislative approval of the project
}*= through key legislation.

Business Manager Dale Marr,
..1 who was in Washington, D.C., at

the time of the groundbreaking
ceremony, commented that the

n f= V * , *C Dumbarton Bridge was a "prime
example" of how political involve-
ment and attendance at public

bers can overturn the opposition
hearings on the part of the mem-

4 of environmentalist lawsuits and
government red tape.

1 -41 + "Dumbarton Bridge is just one
project in a whole string of proj-
ects that got on line only because4 - we refused to quit," Marr said.$.,41»* "We can no longer rely on routine

- passage of projects that provide
a living for our members. We

:919:/1 2.t f Vi<Z have to look out for ourselves."
Representing Marr at the cere-

1 REPRESENTING BUSINESS MANAGER Co., Senator John Holmdahl and his wife mony was Treasurer Don Kinch-
loe.

1 Dale Marr at the momentous ground Thea. Pictured left is Local 3 member Ran- Also present were Newark
~* breaking of the Dumbarton Bridge was Lo- dy Pitts of W. E. Vining Mining Co., who Mayor James Ballentine, trans-
" t~ cal 3 Treasurer Don Kinchloe (second from tests the plunger in preparing the charge portation director Adriana Gian-

left). Pictured above with him are Bill Carl- that blasted the salt pond (upper left), lurco and Alameda County Super-
' 4 son, proiect engineer for Guy Atkinson located where the east approach will  be. (Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
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By DALE MARR, Business Manager

oo<ins At _aoor
Last month we reported the current at- make up ABAG?" he asked. "Why don't you

tempts by the Association of Bay Area Gov- fire the bastards if they can't do the job you
ernments (ABAG) to devise an Environmen- want?"
tai Management Plan that we believe would Congressman Leo Ryan, who also happensOppositio our construction industry , but impose night- dam safety program, a program that is ex-

n not only spell certain disaster in portions of 0 to be cooperating with us in pushing for a

, marish restrictions on the freedoms of choice pected to quickly add over $6 million on struc-To ABAG s we now enjoy in this democratic society. tural modifications for Stoney Gorge Dam
A special 46-member "Task Force" com- and East Park Dam, denounced "non-elected

posed of ABAG officials has been working for officials who give you orders."Environmental the past two years under a $4 . 3 million fed- He also promised to hold congressional
eral grant to come up with a comprehensive hearings on the ABAG plan.
environmental plan that would set a national Despite our gathering opposition, we are

Plan Grows trols , air and water pollution standards and the battle. ABAG may be the most outspoken
precedent in new restrictive land use con- deluding ourselves if we think we have won

transportation programs-all directed to- proponent for "social engineering," but it is
wards "managing" the residents of the Bay w far from the only one. There are similar
Area into a more "livable" and "harmonious" studies in the works in Southern California
group of people environmentally. Congressman Lt. Governor and Sacramento as well.Leo Ryan Mervyn DymallyAs might be expected, this costly study was As can be seen from the article below,
kept under wraps until the eleventh hour, taken over the objections of Mayor Janet Governor Brown has also drawn up a similar
when within the last two months it has been Gray Hayes, who has been a consistent sup- plan for statewide use, that is so much a

1TlmITITTinS NEWS unveiled before the public. porter of the "no-growth" movement. carbon copy of ABAG, we have no doubt that
It is a massive document-over 600 pages Last week in Marin County, the Board of state officials have been working together

~ r043 in length. And now ABAG officials are hur- Supervisors voted 4 to 1 to have the county with ABAG in drawing up their mutual pro-
redly trying to push the program through pub- withdraw entirely from ABAG. This dramatic grams.
lic hearings in an effort to meet the deadlines action was taken as a protest to ABAG's re- We are also fighting on statewide levelWiN written into the federal grant. Officials main- fusal to delay vote on the controversial plan two bills-AB1900 and SB192-which attempt
tain that the environmental plan is nothing until next October. to restrict urban development in the name

- DALE MARR more than a viable attempt to meet current The gathering outcry has forced ABAG to of saving "prime agricultural land." We have
Business Manager and future water and air pollution laws. In take note of the public attitude. This month nothing against saving "real" agricultural
and Editor actuality, the plan far exceeds the require- they made a partial concession by delaying land, as it forms the foundation of our state's

HAROLD HUSTON ments needed to meet federal and state laws. vote on the program until June. Another sig- economy. But a careful reading of these two
Obviously, there is no way the huge docu- nificant event occurred last week when mem- bills reveals that much of the land to bePresident

ment can be adequately examined before the bers of the task force succeeded by only one "saved" has very little agricultural value.BOB MAYFIELD deadline, which was originally set for April,, vote in retaining the land use section of the All of these developments are the workVice-President and ABAG knows it. Fortunately, our union plan. If the actual planners are so evenly in part of a social elite and small groups of
JAMES "RED" IVY has received plenty of support in the past split on land use controls, what does that say environmental extremists who are manipu-

Recording-Corresponding month to organize a strong opposition to the about ABAG's plan? lating the democratic process to serve theirSecretary· plan. It is our intent to accomplish two things: We are also gaining considerable support own objectives of "preserving the status
HAROLD K. LEWIS (1) to delay the vote on ultimate approval of from state and federal legislators who feel as quo." They are successful because we as

Financial Secretary the plan in order to provide adequate time we do, that excessive land use programs are trade unionists and the public in general are
DON KINCHLOE for us and other groups to oppose the more the road to economic suicide. not speaking up for our own interests. (See

Treasurer objectionable parts, and to draw up viable On February 16, labor, business and gov- Art of the Possible, Page 20.)
alternatives; and (2) to get rid of the section ernment leaders gathered at a meeting spon- The success of any enterprise depends on

' KEN ERWIN dealing with land use-which is the most de- sored by the Coalition of Labor and Business the amount of personal time and loyalty youDirector of Public Relations structive part of the plan to those aspiring to (COLAB) to assess opposition to ABAG. are willing to contribute. Local Union No. 3 isand Managing Editor private home ownership. Lt. Governor Mervyn Dymally called frequently called not only the biggest, thePublication No. 176560 Our criticism of ABAG's plan is gaining ABAG's program planned "insanity." finest and the best but has developed a rep·Advertising Rates Available
on Request momentum daily from the general public. He criticized many city councilmen and utation for being politically active and in-

The Engineers News is published monthly b, Last month the San Jose City Council, led county supervisors for not taking an earlier formed. This can only be attributed to our
Local Union No. 3 of the International Union
of Operating Engineers, 474 Valencia Street, by Larry Pegram voted on a resolution 4 to stand against the program. dedicated rank-and-file members and their
San Francisco, CA 94103 (No. Cilifornii, 3 in favor of deleting the land use controls "Why do you county supervisors and city participation. Let us not only keep · up theNo. Nevada, Utah, Hawai and Guam). Sub·
scription price $27.50 per yea. Second cliss from the environmental plan. The vote was councilmen tolerate this insanity when you good work, but become even more involved!< post*ge paid at San Francisco. Californii.

Urban Strategy Assailed
Governor Brown has ap- Council and Planning and Conser-

parently beguiled everyone vation League.
except labor into accepting Conspicuously absent from the
his new urban program for group of officials standing behind

Brown as he announced his new"revitalizing California's cit- plan were any representatives
ies and suburbs." from labor. Having received .*.

Accompanied by an entou_ strong criticism of the plan a few
rage of faithful supporters, days earlier from Local 3, it ap-

peared that Brown did not wantBrown appeared recently in anyone from labor upsetting theSacramento before broadcast- boat during the press conference. Oakland Mayor Lionel Wilson (right) ap- another attempt by the state to imposeers and the press to unveil his Despite his attempts for a peared recently with Governor Brown in "social engineering" on the public. Also
47-point "Urban Strategy." smooth session, he received a

The program consists of a large grilling from the Engineers News support of his radical new "Urban Strat- appearing with Brown is Mayor Janet Gray
number of proposals that would and other news reporters who egy," which was attacked by Local 3 as Hayes, of San Jose.
greatly increase the regulatory were not buying his hazy predic- lems. Why, he was asked, in an cal governments. than a public relations drive for
powers of the state towards tions that the urban strategy election year was he doing that Brown, disagreed, saying, "The- the next election campaign.
Brown's goal to establish strict would "set the direction of the very thing? purpose of this strategy is to focus "Brown's 'new' strategy is noth-
land use priorities throughout Cal- state for the next century." "Well, first of all, as you know, the efforts of disparate groups for ing more than the 'old' Transpor-
ifornia's urban and rural areas. this is a strategy," Brown re- revitalizing urban areas. It at- tation Plan resurrected," Marr

On hand to support the Gover- Evasive Tone sponded, "not a program." tempts to channel existing state criticized. 'His ideas for dictating
nor with his proposal were Mayors One reporter noted that the Gov- His evasiveness set the tone for power," he continued. where industries can locate and
Lionel Wilson of Oakland, Janet ernor has spent most of his term the rest of the press conference. Business Manager Dale Marr, where people may raise their fam-
Gray Hayes of San Jose, Phil Isen- in office thumbing his nose at At one point, Engineers News who has examined the "Urban ilies is just a retread version of
berg of Sacramento and represen- other politicians who propose mul- declared the program would give Strategy" in detail rejects the academic theories that were
tatives of the California Builders ti-point programs to solve prob- the state too much power over 10- Brown's program as little more (Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
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Urban Plan idential , · commercial and indus- some of the following effects on the state plan, which would mean through the increased use of high
trial development. California: that many proposed developments rise apartments and condomini-

As a result, the area has frozen • New industrial and population would never get past the drawing ums. The idea is to make it in-Opposed in time. Only a handful of tract growth would be constricted al- boards . creasingly difficult and costly to
homes have been built recently. most entirely within existing cit- • Cities will be directed to re- buy a home in the rural areas, so
Preserving the status quo has ies. Regional regulatory agencies vise zoning regulations to make that prospective buyers will ulti-

(Continued from Page 2) forced h undreds of families to would be required to conform to urban areas denser, generally (Continued on Page 19, Col. 4)
scuttled last year." close up shop and leave town.

Marr accused the Governor of Plans for redeveloping the down-
promoting a myth that central town area have been put off in- project." The subcommittee was it, is the federal court appeal nowland use regulations are the an  definitely, because there are n~ G ree n Lighton considering the proposal by Pres- pending.

swer to fulfilling the "California longer enough stable business peo- ident Carter's Office of Manage- The Warm Springs Dam Task
pie to push for the program. ment and Budget to spend $35 mil- Force, which has succeeded in ty-Dream." He was referring to a

passage in the Governor's book- Most of these stagnating devel- Warm Springs lion on the project the upcoming ing the project up in the courts
let that said the "California opments have resulted directly fiscal year. for the past four years (see En-
Dream for most residents of the from the zoning laws and regula- An official statement in writing gineers News, February 1978) is

tory measures adopted by the city (Continued from Page 1) is currently being prepared for scheduled to appear in the U.S.state is alive." The implication of -regulations that are nearly iden- hands" in making authoritative the state, outlining.the Corps' fu- Federal Court of Appeals in San
the statement was that Brown's
multi-point strategy would solve tical to those proposed by Gover- decisions about construction of. ture course of action on the dam. Francisco March 15 to present ar-

nor Brown. the dam. The memorandum at- The contract to be let out for duments against the dam. Argu-California's economic problems. The city has been further af- tempted to set a precedent by al- bid March 1 is estimated at $125 ments in favor of the project,

A Failing Experiment flicted by rising property taxes lowing the state to dictate to million, and will comprise the vast includin~ briefs from Local 3 at-
and soaring prices of real est'ate, the federal government whether majority of the dam's construe- torneys Will also be presented that

Actually, the opposite appears a condition that Business Manager or not it could go ahead with con- tion, including embankment and day.
to be true. A recent survey of the Dale Marr says the rest of Cali- struction of the project. spillway work. The total value of "You can never predict what a
Santa Barbara area along the fornia can look forward to if Colonel Vandenberg, chief engi- the project is priced at $222 mil- judge will rule," Marr com-
southern coast of California pro- Brown gets his way. neer of the Southern Pacific Divi- lion, much of which includes the mented. "But the fact that the
vides a startling revelation of "Fortunately, many of the ac- sion of the Corps refused to sign price of land acquisition. So far, state is now in support of the proj-
how an economy can disintegrate tions the Governor plans to un- such an agreement. He was, how- $40 million has been spent on the ect, and that the case has been
when it is "regulated." dertake for his Urban Strategy re- ever, able to obtain oral confir- project in initial construction and full circle through the courts twice

Santa Barbara was one of the quire legislation that has yet to mation from Johnson on Feb. 15 road realignment projects. ought to be factors pointing to-
first California cities to actively be introduced," Marr noted. "We that the state was withdrawing its With state objections quelled, fi- wards a favorable ruling for the
pursue a "no-growth" policy. will use all the influence we have objections to the dam. nal approval by the Appropria- project."
Long favored as the choice spot to hit this legislation right on the On the same day, the colonel tion's Committee for the $35 mil- Marr emphasized that the cut-
for the upper middle class and re- head." appeared before the House Sub- lion earmarked for the dam should rent lawsuit should have no direct
tired wealthy, the city became a In the unlikely event that committee on Water Resources be a routine matter. The only pos- impact on the bidding schedule,
proving ground for various mea- Brown's Urban Strategy is ap- with a ssuran c es that Governor sible obstacle to full progress on since the task force was unable to
sures directed at restricting res- proved "in toto," it would have Brown was "in full support of the Warm Springs Dam, as Marr sees obtain an injunction.

-

Dumbarton .

- :74* . 9 4· . ~4 ki 4 . p . 1.Bridge Job - . I ./8. . ' 41§44. '.0 L + P 4 ... i17- 'i...: 'Kicks Off u* . t . li & 1 -. SA -* - I.. Mifir .<tf :2 .. .... 4.'*0'' . 4 9 4 : 6!911':214, 1$. + 4 + : tr i.~ .- .(Continued from Page 1) ... ' 4 , '.:.4<..-ir, *:ft:Ill -, *, 1visors Charles Santana and Vale-
rie Raymond. *: = -C I :. .413 1Holmdahl, who praised the ef- ~>
forts of Local 3 on behalf of the . -#74 ,.~~-- ~ ~~ 2~~~~-~, -~ ~ -
bridge, also.kidded Gianturco for ~ ~I '..  64211*: . , 4

~igp~s~; t~wth:u~ 'L~%' ~ '45'*»'.- 0 
'14-*+

4 *
"

critic of the bridge when she first ~ 4 34 . ., i.: . 3
took on her present position as di- 6 4
rector of CalTrans.

"We assume that since you are *k n!.f ..'
here representing the Governor- lit/~& . a * .fli *ic, 1and he was for the bridge-that ,·'™,1 .6,46
you are also for the bridge," 0* 4 ~ -
teased Holmdahl. Gianturco kept Vall/&01/1/.../.' 1 2'. .-p· ': .0 ·1
a fairly low profile throughout the . ...1/lifer 1 -64* : »*wl f · ,·ceremony and luncheon which fol- .. .. 'selowed.
According to the CalTrans

schedule, the bridge will be built
in several stages, with the first
stage beginning in April. Guy F. --1 I .Th, 9 I .:9 1~® M~2 0 24 :„' 4-1Atkinson of San Mateo has the
present $2.43 million contract for .0
the over-water approach span. .t ., \The second contract will be
awarded in June to install the
main channel spans at $25 million. ,..)*.
This will be followed by the $59 . * b
million approach road contracts,
including improvements to the *',, · -  *N , W*:  ZE-Nimitz and Bayshore freeway

:, I JAYconnections and construction of
toll booths.

In addition to the four travel
lanes and median strip, the . f:4 * .. ,.#3>/9*'D,
bridge will have a separate 8- A> 3 4 4.- #..:*f ,* «  p

foot-wide path for bicyclists and 0.4. *i '42. 'r ./En,jill//1.
pedestrians. .::...:.=.-

Some 125 workers will be em- . -:4...9ployed on the bridge during con-
struction with another 200 work- .:~ . 14ing offsite. according to CalTrans
officials.

Once construction on the new STATE SENATORS Al AIquist, John Holm- Guy Atkinson Co., which has the first $24
bridge is completed, the center dahl and CalTrans Director Adriana Gian- million contract for the bridge. Pictured
span of the old bridge will be re- turco pose for the big plunge that set the above is an aerial view of the existing
moved and the trestles improved groundbreaking charge (pictured upper Dumbarton Bridge, built 50 years ago. The CalTrans Director Adriana
for public fishing. left). Treasurer Don Kinchloe (upper right) new bridge will be constructed directly to Gianturco dons a seldomThe new bridge will have an 85-
foot clearance for shipping traf- pauses for a moment to discuss proiect de- the left, and the outer spans of the old used hardhat for the occa-
fic, instead of a lift span. tails with Bill Carlson, proiect engineer for structure will be removed. sion.
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By HAROLD HUSTON, President
31

-JI~-A~ JL 2ersonat AoteJrom dile GresiBent 's Gen
I am happy to report legislation aimed at cisco, we knew labor must unite together in Castro Valley to full traffic.

watering down the protections afforded Cali- opposition to any bills that would weaken the The resolution directs the Department of
fornia workers under the State's workers' com- existing program and determine to fight for Transportation to enter into negotiations with
pensation program died in an Assembly Sub- substantial improvements. In urging the Sub- the Sierra Club, the Federal Highway Admin-
committee following testimony against it by committee on Workers' Compensation of the istration, and the Business and Transportation
labor. Assembly Finance and Insurance Committee Agency to revise the existing agreement limit-

The bill, AB 1958 carried by Assemblyman to reject the bill, we pointed out that Section ing use of the new highway.
Mike Antonovich (R-Glendale), would have 3202 of the Labor Code was enacted specifically The agreement, which resulted from a law-
amended a key section which presently re- to take the consideration "the great difference suit filed by the Sierra Club against the State,
quires the workers' compensataion law and in financial status and ability to litigate be- prevents any use of the two of the new eight
provisions relating to safety in employment to tween industry and the injured worket." lanes and restricts use of another two lanes to
be "liberally construed by the courts with the We also pointed out: "It must be remem- cars with three or more occupants and to buses
purpose of extending their benefits for the bered that at the time that Labor Code Section during the entire work week. Unlimited use is
protection of persons injured in the course of 3202 was enacted, workers sacrificed their right permitted for the remaining four lanes, the
their employment." to claim full wage loss as well as damages for same number as was available before the

Instead, the Antonovich bill, which was pain and suffering. In consideration of this sac- $34,000,000 project was opened to traffic.
sponsored by the County of Los Angeles, would rifice, the worker received a "no fault" system The proposal is Senate Concurrent Resolu-
have deleted the requirement that they be "lib- of compensation along with the liberal com- tion 58 and also directs the Department of
erally" construed and substituted "fair and pensation rude of Section 3202 which this bill Transportation to commence a new Environ-
equitably" and eliminated the phrase "with would delete." , mental Impact Report, preliminary to legal ef-
the purpose of extending their benefits for the The measure was shelved for lack of motion forts to modify the existing judgment in the
protection of persons injured in the course of to act on it. event the Sierra Club refuses to negotiate or in
their employment." Senator John Holmdahl and Assemblymen the event negotiations fail.

When I attended the California - Labor S. Floyd Mori and Bill Lockyer, all Democrats to modify the existing judgment in the event
Federation, AFL-CIO Conference on Workers' are authors of a proposal to opening a new sec- the Sierra Club refuses to negotiate or in the
Compensation in November, 1977 at San Fran- tion of Interstate I-580 between Pleasanton and event negotiations fail.

In Marysville

Heavy Rains Stall Work Grievance Committee
Business Rep. George Halsted "We have requested that a pre- started on the Miner's Ranch C

reports that in - the Marysville job be set up on this," Halsted Tunnel with about three members Recording-Corresponding Secretary James R. Ivy has an-District work on the West Side is said. "The Bureau of Reclama- employed. J. E. McAmis has also nounced that in accordance with Local 3 By-Laws, Article X.very slow due to the heavy rain. tion has advised that there are started their portion of the work Section 10, the election of Grievance' Committeemen shall takeBall, Ball & Brosamer has just two or three pumping stations with about six members em- place at the first regular quarterly district or sub-district meet-about everything shut down. They coming up in a month or so on ployed. Work in the hills is still at ing of 1978. The schedule of such meetings at which the Griev- 1have finished the pour on the si- . Reach No. 4 of the Tehama- a standstill due to both the snow ance Committee members will be elected is as follows:phon aLMaxwell and almost lost Colusa Canal and some irrigation and rain storms. The radar tower
it because of the rains. systems too." at Beale Air Force Base is mov- District Date Meeting Place

Some of their equipment has The shops and plants are hold- ing right along-that is whenever 12-SALT LAKE March 1st Engineers Bldg., 1958 W.
been shipped out to other jobs. ing their own except for Diamond the. weather permits! Tenco Trac- CITY 8:00 p.m. No. Temple, Salt Lake
When they start back up, they Steel Company in Yuba City-at tor is moving along with a fair City
will have approximately two to the present time, this shop is on amount of work in the Shop. They 11-RENO March 2nd Musicians Hall, 124 West
three months more of dirt work. strike. are in the process of opening up a 8:00 p.m. Taylor, Reno
It will probably be July or August The work picture on the East truck shop division that, at this 10-SANTA ROSA March 23rd Veterans Bldg., 1351
before they start the lining. Gran- side is pretty much the same as time, employs four mechanics. 8:00 p.m. Maple St., Santa Rosa
ite Construction has been award- on the West Side due to the rain, They are also in the middle of in- 9-SAN JOSE ' March 16th Labor Temple, 2102 Al-ed the contract for the Tehama- reports Business Rep. Dan Mo- stalling a Dynamometer to better 8:00 p.m. maden Rd., San JoseColusa Canal Reach No. 7. stats. Perini Corporation has serve the industry.

"We look forward to the ARTICLE Xweather clearing and getting ev- GRIEVANCE COMMITTEES =eryone back to work in the very -Section 1near future," Mostats com- -District and Sub-district Grievance Committee.mented. (a) There shall be a Grievance Committee in each District ~
BLOOD BANK and Sub-district. It shall consist of five (5) Members--one (1) -

We would like to thank all of District Executive Board Member, or Sub-district Advisor, if a -
the people who donated blood re- Sub-district; one (1) District Representative or Sub-district Rep- -

resentative; and three (3) Delegates, who shall be registered -cently. We sincerely appreciate
voters in the District or Sub-district, elected by the Members. -all of these donations-again, we

would like to remind everyone Section 4
that we are badly in need of these No member shall be eligible for election, be elected or hold
donations. the position of Grievance Committee Delegate: (a) unless he

If anyone would like to donate is a Member in good standing in the Parent Local Union and a ~
to the Blood Bank, you may do so registered voter in the District or Sub-district in which he is a
at the following locations (and candidate when nominated; (b) unless he was continuously a

Member of the Parent Local Union for not less than two (2)please remember to tell them the years next preceding his nomination; (c) if he is a Officer of,
,4 donation is for the Marysville or is on the full-time payroll of thd Local Union; and ( d) if he

District, Operating Engineers): is an owner-operator or a contractor.
CHICO-169 Cohasset Road, every No member shall be nominated unless he is present at the
Monday - 3:00-6:00 p.m.; every meeting, or unless he has filed with the Recording-Correspond-

~ Tuesday - 8:00-11:00 a.m, and ing Secretary a statement in writing, signed by him, to the
1:00-4:00 p.m.; every Friday 8:00- effect that he is eligible to be a Grievance Committee Dele-

CONTINENTAL-HELLER CORPORATION is the contractor 11:00 a.rn. MARYSVILLE- gate and will accept the nomination if nominated.
building the giant Pave Paws radar station at the Beale Air Marysville Art Club, 2nd Tuesday

of each month 1:00-6:00 p.m. Section 10Force Base. When completed, the main radar building will OROVILLE - Thermalito Grange The term of office for the three (3) Delegates of the Griev-
be 105 feet tall and 175 feet wide at the base. The com- Hail, 479 Plumas Avenue, first ance Committee shall be for one ( 1) year, and the election shall
pany also has a $4.5 million contract for support facilities Thursday of every month from take place at the first District or Sub-district Meeting of the year
to the main structure. 1:00-6:00 p.m. in each respective District or Sub-district.
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By BOB MAYFIELD Force Account Fight by Local 3Vice-President

. Rigging Makes Union Contract a Reality
Asst. District Rep. Jack Bullard Brother Dies Several environmental groups

reports that Granite Construction are seeking to have the project
f Salinas branch completed the Ar- Pneumonia has taken the lifeu, Li n 26 project on February 3 this year. Bullard reports. His father, Al- ~ ~acso~eelnet~ensei.~n~~oject sinceroyo Seco River Debris Removal of brother Raymond Vera, 34, reevaluated because they claim it

bert Vera worked 40 years at the"The timing was just right, as New Idira mercury mine in San Bureau engineers say that the
revisions are not that much dif-Some signs of Spring are just around the corner and once we had very heavy rains the next Benito County. Ray spent his ferent from the original projectagain are showing that Winter may be finally on its way out. week," commented Bullard. first 10 years of operating at the

It seems that only yesterday everyone here in the West was "Those rains could very well have mine also. and construction should go ahead
wishing for rain and snow in a big way. Well, these prayers flooded homes and property if Ray and his brother, Lee, as planned without further delay.
have been answered more than adequately, as it now seems that they had occurred before the de- worked mainly for Granite Con- Kaiser Problemswinter has been around for a very long time and has been very bris removal project." struction in Monterey and San Business Rep. Bob Fleckensteinharsh in most areas, especially down South. In talking to our This project provided work for Benito Counties, as did his father
Oil Field Representative, Frank Townley, he observed some five engineers, including Tom Albert. He leaves his wif€ Clor- reports that the Kaiser Plant sit-
orange groves near the Bakersfield area where no leaves or Armer, Dick Barela, Mechanic inda, his 12-year-old son Lee, Jr., uation appeared to be well under
oranges were left on the trees at all, and on the windy side of Bill Osborne, and various foremen and his 14-year-old daughter control after the rounds of meet-

ings and hearings Local 3 at-the tree the sand blasted by severe high winds had blown part and other operators at varying Juanelle.
of the bark away. In the same areas where fences once kept times. "We are all saddened and di- tended, resulting in the Board of
livestock in tow, sand drifts were now over the tops of fences Superintendent Al Bosio pro- minished by his loss," Bullard Supervisors upholding the plan-
and water washes were cut very deep in an area that for years vided Granite's part of the su. said. ning commission's decision.
on end, were it not for modern irrigation, entire areas would be "But low and behold anotherpervision. Al also put the sue- Pre-iob Held suit was filed after Kaiser startedmore desert than anything else. These aren't tall tales but facts cessful low bid together that gave
of what I've been talking about which hopefully will soon end Granite the job. U.S. Soil Con- District Representative Tom ordering material for the job,"
so that the work season can soon begin in earnest. Shasta Dam servation administered the con- Carter reports that a pre-job Fleckenstein said. "But this time
and Lake Oroville are now filled well towards capacity and a tract. conference was held with Carl the company is going ahead with
large Spring run-off is assured. Swenson Co. Inc. for the Coyote the project as if nothing has hap-

"It is interesting to note that Rehabilitation Center that they pened."We have now filed a joint petition with Local No. 12 for a
National Labor Relations Board election to represent the em- Granite's bid was just barely were low bidders on. The amount The company is starting to send
ployees of Big "0" Drilling Company, who are working in the under the next low bid of a non- of the bid was about $2 million out for bids to get the project
gas, oil and geothermal industry. At this time they have rigs union contractor," Bullard noted. and will consist of several large underway as soon as the rain
working on our jurisdiction, as well as in Local No. 12. All drill- "We draw your attention to the buildings to be constructed on lifts up so, this should put quite
ing companies such as this one are quite migratory in nature, fact that Business Manager Dale county property in the Coyote a few people to work as early as
due to changing drilling needs and locations, and this almost Marr directed the opposition to area. Work will begin in March this spring.

9 mandates these two Locals work very closely with one another the original hourly wage rate of of this year with the completion Business Rep. Harvey Pahel re-
if these drilling companies are all going to be successfully or- $7.96 per hour for Operating En- date in the spring of 1979. ports that Granite Construction in
ganized, which is the continued life blood of all Unions. gineers. Thbt opposition caused Eilert & Smith Const. will do Santa Cruz has had quite a lot of

In the State of Utah, the Business Agents conducted a suc- the Oct. 28 Department of La- the grading and site work on the brothers working all throughout
cessful campaign in convincing the employees of MAINCO to bor Wage rate revision upward job which is scheduled ta start the storm putting in rip-rap at
vote for our union to represent them for collective bargaining to our construction wages and as soon as the weather permits. Pot Belly Beach. The brothers
purposes very recently in a N.L.R.B. election. This unit at pres- fringes. There's no way Granite The Bureau of Reclamatiin an. that have been working on the
ent has just under 20 employees in it and I understand all but 2 could have made the low bid for nounced that they are ready to go beach had to be very alert, as the
voted for union representation. All elections are most difficult this job had the $7.96 wage rate to bid within a month on the San waves were very high causing
these days, as the employers are becoming smarter in their anti- , been available to the non-union Felipe Project, if the Interior this to be a dangerous job.
union campaigns and seminars are regularly being conducted bidders." Dept. gives the green light. (Continued on Page 19, Col. 3)
around our country on ways to defeat the union movement, and,
as always, the Press in all forms (radio, TV, newspapers, etc.) 1 * ~11·,~'+are quick to write all the bad things that occur regarding unions, :¥ , *. g.67 .:, 4 .St*and almost never list or upstage any of the many good things.

fromthesampe  Thiskindof  ncotvorietye leadsthe averageeperson .

 f U.his.Zi'.1/9/.... 1 - /
strike which has certainly more than focused on the kinds of bad e . 1 .:.6,0 '. hthings about unions-strikes and the hardships that often result 4

in our country (who knows little or nothing about a union, but *1*'. 0 4 -4
only what he reads or hears) to think that all unions are exactly r
like this one union, This, of course, is not at all true but public i r
sentiment can be turned off badly by such publicity and right 6,4 ., .1 -
now, due to some extremely important labor law reform we all :4:.f//5 *.4*.R #&
need in the labor movement, it is certainly untimely. These new /4 1 +41 /-//
and badly needed labor bills will soon be voted upon by Con-
gress and must be passed favorably. i• <•t'~~ki'='411--By my previous statement, I certainly don't want to inti-
mate that the thousands of miners and their families don't have .1,~~? -1
a good cause that needs support, because they certainly need . --·-rdil¥...
everything they can get in these tough inflationary times. How- ., - *:+4 1,-F....,0.-' . '.5..#. Iever, I will say that Arnold Miller, as their leader, has been ...

I. A „ -anything but a leader who has shown that he hasn't been able . r

to control his own union , and has been , I think, a weak nego- - '~« ~*--- , . Constructiontiator. In two contracts in succession, he has apparently agreed . - ,.454, ».with the Employers and shook hands with them to take back
for ratification. Ratification wasn't completed after the good- 4@
faith gesture, and in this business your integrity and good faith .Nbut*t*411 3 *UX ;'~ Boo-Boos
to get this done is essential. Failure to do so is considered a
near Cardinal Sin. -i.kil<li-'« p =~-A-~ uz.~ .-· - ALONG WITH THE IN-

Recently, I received two very interesting calls from large .Imip.....--Ir - CREASE in work for San· 1 . '. -

construction employers with whom we historically have done y - Francisco has come a rash ofa lot of business regarding large stripping possibilities to make « _- minor construction accidents.ore bodies recoverable. One such potential is located in Nevada Fortunately, the two picturedand the other in Utah. Hopefully, in a reasonably short time :22'"19'910.'. . 4 0, .6. 'j'' .,-A 3/0..p
we will know the results of how successful these companies ..I...-8-. ~*..8:;.~7:.i...Y '440r here did not result in iniury.
were, as in both cases several bidders were invited to bid each, Pictured above are the bro-
including some substantial non-union contractors. However, I ken remains of a truck crane
am sure a decent stripping agreement could be worked out that
would allow these companies to be totally competitive and in ~~, ~,~,r e boom which tore off on a

demolition iob when the op-the process supply a great many quality jobs that would sup-
plement the construction picture where work opportunities are erator swung too far out with
still not the greatest. the ball. A dozer nearly fell

In talking to Dale Beach, the Nevada District Representa- into the bay recently (left)
tive, and several companies, this should be the year that the 14 when the dock it was clearing
big Valmy Power Plant really gets underway. This power plant gave way. If it had not been
will be the largest ever undertaken by the Sierra Pacific Power for the metal float lodged onCompany, as the power needs for the fast-growing area of Reno . ......
and other areas in that state are astronomical. The total price . the track to the right, the ve-

(Continued on Page 19, Col. 4) hicle would have fallen
i ,-* --./.4 -_1664 through.
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Oakland Report88~ Tualla ....=.,= ,=-~ll[mEIFIi IF. C7.. Truck Cranes Good Despite Weather
Business Rep. Bill Dorrestevn subsistence is different, Dorre- permanent injury could result.

' reports that truck cranes are still steyn added. Look up for those high lines.
doing good even with the rain "Please work safe as we lost Don't be afraid to call me on

~ OPERATING ENGINEERS *
LOCAL UNION NO. 3 1 to get their Warm Springs proj- Dorresteyft emphasized. "He was cation is very, very important inCREDIT UNION 6300 V,1 lag e Parkway 'J , 1|~ . and wind. Sheedy is still trying another brother in the shipyard," danger related work. Communi-

ect going. It may start the end of on a Whirley and had a very safety."
Dublin, California 94566 DALE HANAN ,415/829-4400 February or first of March. This heavy piece. The crane tipped Buford Bat·ks reports that inGeneral Manager will be good for the crane rental over killing a very experienced Southern Alameda County the

business. operator. Don't take any unnec-
Would you like to keep more of your money in 1978? Nevada Crane is opening up essary chances as it's yours and dirt jobs hit another temporary
Then use your Phone-A-Loan to pay off: Ford Motor next to Winton Jones. He is pres- the crafts who work around you set back with another cloud burst

Credit, GMAC, Chrysler Credit, General Electric Credit ently getting some helicopters in- lives at stake, or a serious or in all of the south county.
cluding a very large one, so he

Corporation, Beneficial Finance, Household Finance, Dial will be competitive with all the
Finance, CIT, Morris Plan, Wards, Sears, Penneys, Brueners, crane companies, Dorresteyn Marin Rationing OverMacys, BankAmericard, Master Charge, Visa. said.

Bigge is doing good. They haveThey're all costing you more than 12% APR-which is most of their cranes working. „We are happy to report that the requirements in the current 1your Credit Union's maximum interest charge. Most of them „We are having a small cheap our water rationing here in Marin safety code.are charging you 18% APR or more. If you have a loan or sub problem with this company, is officially over--the lakes are McGuire & Hester are moving L
an outstanding balancewith any of the above, you are using and it comes up over and over," filling up, which is a most wel- right along with the reconstruc- \I
more of your income to pay interest costs than you would he commented. "We. hope to have come sight to us, after the last tion and alteration work on Red- 1~

an answer once and for all re- three years of drought," says wood Boulevard (old Route 101) Cif you had borrowed from your Credit Union. garding this soon." Lucky Sprinkle, assistant district through downtown Novato, the
If you want to cut your monthly outgo and have estab- Reinholm is doing fair to good representative. stretch of highway that was re-

lished a Phone-A-Loan account, just call, write or visit the and has a lot of work on the Valentine Corporation com- placed by the Novato Bypass. The
table, so he will be pretty busy

 pleted in November a $305,000 con- contract of $1,415,577 includesCredit Union to apply for 12% APR money to pay off any of for the rest of the year. landscaping, parking zones, bike-the above. All Operators and Oilers who tract to replace some bridge sup- ways, pedestrian walkways and
If you haven't opened a Phone-A-Loan account, pick up work on rented cranes, please port columns on the west end of two lanes of traffic in both north-

an application from your District Office or the Creclit Union, look at your A.G.C. Master the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge bound and southbound directions.
Agreement and note Page 95, Sec- (Route 17) under the contract, The Rock, Sand and Grave]

fill it out and return to the Credit Union. If you have any tion 11.01.01 and apply this as it columns showing distress were plants, Material Dealers Plants
queations on the Phone-A-Loan program, just call the will increase a fewof your wages replaced with new reinforced steel and Shops are holding their own-

as the rental equipment agree- concrete columns to comply with reports brother Ernie Louis.Credit Union and ask for the loan department. ment is a bit higher and also

State Reservoirs Filling Rapidly
 i. Tfea,urefY

District Represen tative Ken Job Steward for 3-D said they Redding City Council. Mr. Taylor
Green reports that Shasta Lake would probably work through the has been very helpful to Local 4  Reportshould fill this season-and as of Winter rain or shine. No. 3, through Affirmative Action Ul. : .this writing it is 45' from full. The Gravel Plants are keeping

The rains have raised havoc a full crew working through the and Rancho Murieta over the past
with the sewer and water line Winter. J. F. Shea has been down four years.
projects in progess and shut the for repairs and have started back "Should he be elected to the -*710 =By DON KINCHLOE,

sewer pond projects down com- again and rumor has it they will City Council I feel he will have a
pletely. Cal.-Ore. Construction is soon be working a double shift. sympathetic ear for labor," Green
rapidly approaching the penalty Aggregate Products has been In the February issue on my report there was a boo-boo
period. "I do not believe they are working through the Winter with said. "Mr. Taylor has belonged to of not my doing. In my report I reported three members had
one fifth completed with their very little down time. a Labor· Organization at one time telephoned me at home and unable to work and did not
crosstown water line," Green Charlie Jones who has worked and he is well aware of the prob- realize or know of the Good Standing Fund. In the Februarycommented, "Paul Headings who out of Fresno for many years is lems facing us today. Those .

' is heading up the project has a now heading up Bakers Aggregate Brothers who live within the City
issue it was reported that the members will not have their

tiger by the tail and doesn't know Products on Clear Creek Road. dues paid from the Good Standing Fund. To correct this,
how to turn loose or won't turn Both Redding Transit Mix and Limits of Redding-we urge you the members had their dues paid from the Good Standing
loose." Shasta Redi-Mix have worked to vote on March 7, and give Art Fund. That's what the Good Standing Fund is for. It's

Three D Construction has the through the rainy season with Taylor your support."
crosstown sewer and is moving little down time. Business Rep. Bob Havenhill for YOu.
along quite well considering the Art Taylor, Dean of Shasta Col- reports that the Redding District In the past month one of the bigger employer negotia-
mud and high water. They are lege, came before the Redding
now in the Churn Creek Bottom Grievance Committee for endorse- has currently received about four tions was Bartley Pump. Peterson Drillers and Weeks Drill-

following the stream. Paul Bunten, ment in his bid for election to the times the rain-fall of last year and ing all negotiate jointly with the Operating Engineers. Bob
around 140 per cent of the total Wagnon, District Rep., Chuck Smith and Pat O'Connell,

Santa Rosa Anticipates son which ends in May. As of this The contract will go to the membership on February 13, 1978
normal rain-fall for the full sea- Business Agents, in Santa Rosa area, were in on negotiations..·,

writing some of the rain measure
stations in the Redding District at 7: 00 p.m. for ratification. The contract expires February

Warm Springs Dam have recorded rainfall in excess 1,1978 with retroactive pay when ratified.
of 90 inches. Two contracts that will have to be negotiated this year "

Shasta Dam has been making is one, the Rock, Sand and Gravel Agreement. The agree-"At this time it looks as if we due to the heavy rains, reports flood control releases since around
should get going on Warm Springs Business Representative Pat February 1. The snowpack in the ment is only opened for wages, fringes, vacation and
Dam in the near future," reports O'Connell. However, Remco Hy- mountains already contains be_ E.R.I.S.A. and should start negotiations in May or June, for
District Representative Bob Wag- draulics, Inc., in Willits, has had tween 130 per cent and 160 per the contract will be effective July 16, 1978. The other con-
non. "This has been a long, hard a very good year but Berglund, cent of the normal water content tract is the Material Dealers opened for wages, fringes andfight and there are an awful lot of Inc., also in Willits, has had some that would be expected by the end E.R.I.S.A. Will start this in May or June for the contractpeople in the fight, but we believe lay-offs. Parnum Paving Co. is of May.
it was through the untiring efforts shut down to j us t a co uple of (Continued on Page 15, Col. 5) will be effective July 1, 1978. So think about these two
of our Business Mgr., Dale Marr, brothers worki ng. The Geysers agreements and what you want to propose.
that this dam job is going to fi- area has been busy whenever they I attended the retirees meetings in Eureka, Redding,nally resume construction." . get a break in the weather. The

Other projects of major conse- prospects for work in the area Meeting Date Oroville, Marysville and Concord. At the Redding meeting
quence will be the Gurneville sew- this year looks real good, how- ' Changed one of the retirees reported that his wife bought 200 pills
er job, which is scheduled for an ' ever. It has been necessary to under the drug plan. When she arrived home, she counted
early spring start, at a cost of $15 In and around the Santa Rosa change the originally sched- the pills and there were only 100 pills. She went back to
to $20 million, the Lakeport sewer area Don Dowd Co., Argon au t uled March 9th District 10 the druggist and collected another 100 pills. Now, if shejob at $1.5 million, Lakeville High- Constructors, A. B. Siri, Inc. and membership meeting. The reg- hadn't counted the pills, she would have been 100 pills shortway in Southern Sonoma County Soiland Co. have a lot of work to ular quarterly District 10
at $2 million, the Russell Avenue start back on as soon as the membership meeting will now and charged her and the drug program double the price.
Overpass at $3.5 million, plus a lot ground is dry enough to work, re- be held on THURSDAY, Is this an accident on the druggist's part? I don't think so!
of work that was shut down due ports Business Representative MARCH 23RD, at 8: 00 p.m., at Check everything you buy to make sure you get what you
to the rain. Chuck Smith. Also, over $1 million the Veterans Building, 1351 pay for.The work picture in Mendocino of new street work in Petaluma Maple Street, SANTA ROSA.
County is completely shut down to move into. More next month, Don.
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=Operating Engineers Should 1 - - -- Fringe w =91= -
Plan Ahead for Retirement -- Benefits :< * * -„„„ „„„„„„„11
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Operating engineers who plan to of last year's earnings (a copy of retire, even if you don't yet have -
retire in 1978 should start plan- your W-2 or a copy of your Fed- all of the information you need. E
ning now to arrange for their So- eral tax return, including sched- The people at the Social Security - Forum ..--

cial Security benefits, according to ule C). Office can suggest other sources ~ + *g:
a social security spokesman. If your husband or wife is also for the information you don't - By MIKE KRAYNICK,

: 1=If workers approach their retire- planning to apply on your record, have. - Director of Fring e Benefits
ment in a thoughtful way, the rep- he or she should have this addi- By applying in plenty of time, - 1.k .*
resentative continued, they can tional information: His or her So- you can be sure that your retire- - I am happy to report that the round of retiree meetings whichhelp ensure their Social Security cial Security card or a record of ment checks will start as soon as - were held this month were well attended and successful. As
retirement benefits begin just as the number; proof of age as de- you stop working and you won't ~ you can see below, our office has also been busy with the many _
soon as income from work stops. scribed above; marriage certifi- be without income. - questions we receive from the members and pensioners con- -

He gave these tips for men and cate; if either was married before, If you wish, you can conduct m cerning their fringe benefits. The answers below are to the ques- -women planning to retire: information about the beginning most all of your Social Security Z tions we have been asked most frequently in the past several -
First, get together information and end of those marriages; and business over the telephone and E weeks.

that will be needed to support your information about your husband's save yourself a trip to the office. 2
claim. This includes your Social or wife's earnings if he or she is The address and telephone num- E Q. I retired in September and became eligible for Medicare
Security card, or a record of your working. ber of the nearest Social Security m that same month. I know that as participants of the Pensioled -
number; proof of your date of The spokesman emphasized that Office can be found in the tele- - Operating Engineers Health and Welfare Plan that we are en- .
birth recorded early in your life, it is important for you to apply 2 phone directory under Social Se- E titled to a reimbursement of some sort for Medicare. Wculd
preferably before age 5; evidence or 3 months before you plan to curity Administration, 2 you please explain.

_ - A. You are absolutely correct. The Federal Medicare Pro-
E gram provides broad and valuable protection for disabled per-
1 sons and those over 65. The hospital benefits part of Medicare

Vol. 5-No. 3 - (Part A) is provided without cost, but each eligible persor. isOutloo < March, 1978 - required to pay a monthly amount to the Social Security Admin-
4 - istration for medical care benefits (Part B). Under the provi-

- sions of both the Active and Pensioned Operating Engineers
Operating Engineets Trust Funds - Health and Welfare P_ans , eligible members and their spouses -

. will be reimbursed for their payments for Part B of Medicare.
- Reimbursement for each eligible person will be the amount thatI .

1 1-- -- - '. has been paid to the Social Security Administration. Eligible
' 2 members should file with the Trust Fund Administration Oftice

They Are Not Cure Alls - immediately following June 30th and December 3lst of each
E year.
=- 4. We just selected the Kaiser option and haven't received

Hearing Aids Very Specialized i doctor before we receive them?
= our membership cards. What should we do if need to se€ a

- A. Kaiser membership cards will be mailed shortly to all
- those who recently elected Kaiser coverage. If you were among

(Editor's Note: The following is the • The eyeglass aid is identical plifier and earpiece of adequate - those that did, after November 1, 1977 you must receive alllast in a three part series on hearing to the behind-the-ear model, ex- length? - of your medical and hospital treatment from a Kaiser facility.loss.) cept that the unit is built into any 4. Are the controls simple to E In the event that you need medical care before you rece.ve.It should be noted that while eyeglass frame. The disadvantage use (tone control, volume control, 2 your membership card, you need only to identify yourself as9 hearing aids are useful to manY is that the hearing-impaired per- telephone switch) ? - an operating engineer at your local Kaiser facility and you will' individuals who have hearing n , even if his vision is unim- 5. Can it be handled easily, es- - be issued a temporary card. Your local Kaiser facility will tienproblems, a hearing aid cannot paired, must wear the glasses to pecially by an infirm or elderly - verify your eligibility ior benefits through the Trust Fund Ad-cure an existing hearing loss, nor imp rove his hearing. Improved person? - ministration Office.will an aid prevent any additional in-the-ear and behind-the-ear aidsimpairment. 6. It is durable? - Q. My family and I recently selected the Kaiser opt on·are making eyeglass aids less
No single hearing aid is helpful necessary. 7. Does the quoted price include - whereby medical and hospital coverage is provided by the Kaiser

for all types of hearing losses. • The behind-the-ear aid has a the ear mold? E hospitals. What other benefits do I have?
a hearing aid proves to microphone, amplifier, and re 8. What are the costs of upkeep? -

 ply by saying you have the same benefits that you would havebe satisfactory depends not only ceiver built into a single smalI - had under the Comprehensive Plan, except that you must .e-on the nature and extent of the unit connected to the ear mold by 1 ceive all of your medical and hospital treatment at a Kaiser _

SO

= A. Yours is a very common question, and is' answered sirn-

hearing impairment , but also on a short plastic tube . The aid fits Glaucoma - hospital Thus you are entitled to life insurance, accidental death -individual preferences. If the comfortably behind the ear (even - and dismemberment, burial expense, dental, non-hospital p re- Ehearing loss is relatively minor, if you wear glasses) and is effec- - scription drugs, vision care, Social Security Medicare reim- -for example, a person might tive for losses ranging from rnild Often Goes - bursement, and hearing aids and devices as though you wEre Echoose an aid that is less con- to severe.spicuous over one that provides • The on-the-body aid, suitable
- under the Comprehensive Plan.

sightly superior amplification . for severe hearing losses is the Undetected 1 Q : On January 1 , 1978, I understand a certain amount of -
In terms of physical appear- most powerful of these devices. - benefits will be reinstated if you have had medical expenses -

ance, there are four basic mod- It has a larger microphone. am- It is one of the continuing trag- - A: Under the comprehensive plan provided by the Operating -
- during the year. Could you explain this?

els: plifier, and batteries. The receiver edies of modern medicine that =- Engineers Health and Welfare Trust Fund for Northern Califor-• The lightweight in-the-ear aid is attached directly to the ear glaucoma, a major. and usually ~ nia, if comprehensive medical benefits were paid for an eligiblefits directly into the ear and has mold. Such aids are frequently preventable cause of blindness, so E
no external wires. It is generally used to help youngsters with se- often goes undetected until the Z Plan participant, an amount equal to the benefits paid up to

= ¥z,000 will automatically be reinstated on January of each year,helpful for very mild hearing im. vere hearing impairments learn patient's vision has been perma- - but the total amount reinstated in any year may not increasepairments, and when properly to speak properly. nently and irreparably damaged. ~ the Comprehensive Medical Benefits payable during the year tofitted is helpful for some moder- Modified aids are available that In glaucoma the fluid pressure E more than $50,000.ate losses. It is usually less effi- compensate for particular types within the eye gradually increases E
cient than the behind-the-ear mod- of hearing loss. until the optic nerve is injured . Q. What is the best way to file for a disability pension? Should
eis. A hearing aid can be quite ex- and vision is ultimately destroyed. 2 I file with Social Security, and wait to hear from them before

pensive. Prices range from $21)~ The disease develops slowly and - filing with the Operating Engineers Pension Trust Fund?

Medicare Cards to $700, depending on the kind of painlessly, producing no symp- = A  Though you will be required to submit proof of your entitle-
toms in its early stages. The real - ment to receive disability benefits from the Social Security _

aid. tragedy is that a simple, pain- . Administration before you will be eligible to receive disabilityYour official Medicare card One expert says most people less pressure test in the doctor ,s - benefits from the Pension Trust Fund, you should be able tois mailed to you directly by the
Social Security Administration who can be helped by a hearing office can detect the disease long - apply for both benefits at the same time. Doing so will enable -

when you begin Medicare pro- aid should be able to buy one of before symptoms appear, and - the Trust Fund Administration Office to complete the prelim- -

tection. In some areas, metal or excellent quality for about $275. treatment then can reduce the . inary research necessary to compute your disability benefit,
plastic "Medicare" cards are pressure within the eye, halt the i and thus eliminate any unnecessary delay in getting your· first

The Council of Better Business progress of the disease and pre. - pension benefit to you.
being manufactured and sold. Bureau suggests that before pur- serve vision. . Q. I have been an operating engineer for over 20 years. MyThe Social Security Administra- chasing any hearing aid, you get Who is vulnerable to glaucoma? - family has had numerocs occasions to use the benefits availabletion advises that these metal or the answers to these questions:plastic cards are not acceptable Any of the 90 million Americans - to us through the Opearling Engineers Health and Welfare Pin _
as substitutes for the official 1. What quality of sound does now over the age of 35, according - I have absolutely nothing but praise for the plan. But I do have -
Medicare card. Only the official the aid produce? to the National Society for the E a problem. Recently we have been experiencing some delay in -
Medicare card will be accepted 2. Does using the aid help you Prevention of Blindness. Those - receiving our reimbursments from the Trust Fund Office. What -
when you are receiving services understand speech better in both with blood relatives who have had ~ can be done about this? E
covered by Medicare. If you quiet and noisy places? glaucoma are especially at risk.- A. Delay in reimbursement can be caused by a number }f E
have lost your Medicare card, 3. Is the aid c omfortab 1 e to As it is, an estimated two million - factors, the most common of which is improperly filing your -
contact your local Social Secur- wear? Does it fit comfortably Americans already have glau- - claim form. If you have any problem with claim payment, please -
ity Office for a new card. around the ear and is the con- coma, and half of them don't m just give us a call here in the Fringe Benefit Service Center, and -

necting tubing between the am- know it! . we will look into the matter for you immediately- E
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Major Highway Realignment Job  East Bay
In the Works, Says McNamara Sewer Job

The State plans a $6. 5 million storage and 205 megawatts of there is a lot of work on the books February . That contract is for Gets Priority
realignment of six miles of High- capacity. There will be approxi- for the upcoming year. $1.5 million. "We didn't get too
way 4 between Copperopolis and mately 10 miles of tunnel on this Teichert started the watering of many brothers out on that one as
Angels Camp over the next four project. The work in Calaveras the sewer ponds at the Stockton they brought their own in from Funding to expand the Dublin-
years, reports District Repre- Co. the last five years has been Sewer Plant so they can redo other jobs they had going," Win- San R a mon Services District
sentative Al MeNamara. The first real slow and when and if this the levees. That contract is worth nett said. sewer plant by 1980 has been car-
phase, which includes realign- project gets underway, it will $1.5 million and will put more M.G.M., out of Concord, has a ried over to this year's prelim-
ment and widening of the present help local 3 members and the brother engineers to work in this 30-inch water line to go in Tracy, inary priority list for government
highway, will start at Copper- county. ~ area when the rains let up. but the rain has kept that from grants.
opolis and extend eastward for Business Rep. Sharkey Winnett PKS started their pipeline on starting. This contract is also for The project, designed to enlarge2.3 miles and is expected to cost reports that work has slowed time at Hammer Lane and they $15 million and it will take about plant capacity from 4.2 million
$2.141 million. down due to the heavy rains, but should be finished by the end of 15 engineers. gallons per day (mgd) to 7.34

The second phase will include mgd, has been estimated to costrealignment and widening of For Downtown Fresno $3 . 3 million . The federal govern-
another 2.3 miles at a estimated ment would fund 75 per cent, with ,
cost of 2.23 million, east to Bear
Mountain Ranch. Freeway Contracts Finally Awarded ing the other 25 per cent.

state and local government shar-

The third phase will involve The expansion would include
widening and realignment of 1.5 The long struggle to get funding the projects is expected to be' ley have been advertised for bid capacity to take over connections
miles from the intersection of for several crucial highway proj- completed in about a year's time. by the California Department of to Pleasanton's aging Sunol Boule-
Highways 4 and 49 in Angels Cam~ ects in Fresno gained a major In related matters, Highway 41, Transportation. vard seweage plant. Pleasanton
west from Angels Camp at a cost milestone this month as two con- which has been the subject of CalTrans has posted descrip- ,, and DSRSD are attem pting to
of $1.8 million. This will still tracts totaling more than $2.73 continued debate even after its tions and listed  available funding work out arrangements for the
leave a section of several miles million were awarded for work on Approval, received another envi- for jobs to: resurface portions of transfer,
of unimproved highway, however, Freeway 41, Freeway 99 and ronmental hassle this month from Highway 201 between the Kings- A $2.6 million project to con-the improvements will eliminate Highway 198. an attorney for the Committee for burg railroad crossing and the struct an interceptor Iine betweenthe worst portions of the now nar- A $2,57 million bid by C. C. Freeway Alternatives. The suit Kennedy . Slough, $110,000; recon- the two plants was also approvedrow and twisting highway between was filed to prevent further con- struct and add left turn lanes on for grant funding in the prelim-Copperopolis and Angels Camp, Myers Inc. of Sacramento was struction on the highway and to Clovis Avenue at Sierra Avenue,
MeNamara pointed out. accepted Tuesday by the Califor- force the completion of an addi- $55,000. inary list. Raw sewage would be

"We are working with Cala- nia Department of Transportation tional E nvironmental Impac t Widen Highway 178 from Dora- pumped through this line to the
veras County Water District on for construction of four bridges Statement. do Street to Sunland Drive in DSRSD plant where it would be
the Northfork Stanislaus River over an uncompleted, but ap- The complaint was filed by Ridgecrest, $54,000; construct a treated and released through the
Hydroelectric Development Proj- proved section of Freeway 41. Fresno lawyer John Misserlian in left turn lane at the intersection planned Livermore-Amador Val-
ect," he commented. The revenue Work is expected to begin in the U.S. District Court of San of Highway 43 and Lacey Boule-

bond election will be $3 million. March, according to a CalTrans Francisco. Misserlian, in a tactic vard east of Hanford, $67,000, and ley Water Management Agency
widen Avenue 7 from Road 25 to (LAVWMA) pipeline, also planned

The proposal calls for the en- spokesman. frequently used in environmental Highway 145 north of Biola, for completion in 1980.largement of Spicer Meadows Building the bridges represents lawsuits complained that the en- $378,000. Propos als to expand Liver-Dam and Reservoir, plus the con- the first phase in a plan approved vironmental statement adopted by Bids for work on Clovis Avenue,
struction of three diversion dams, by the California Highway Com- the Highway Commission last No- Highway 178 and Highway 43 will more's sewage treatment capac-
three tunnels, two power plants mission in NQvember to complete be opened in Sacramento Feb. 22; ity and increase the land-spray of
and an afterbay. a stretch of Highway 41 from its vember was inadequate.

Highway 201, March 1, and Av- treated effluent were put farther
The overall plan will provide present terminus at Tulare Street Five other highway construction enue 7, March 15. down the priority list.approximately 192,000 acre-feet of to Bullard Ave. Construction of projects for the San Joaquin Val-

'Amembeiship"discoUnt pro-67~3 'Super Sewer' Project
that provides extra savings for:~ ~ffip~8ffft~? th~A~~~age Treat

7 more has submitted a low bid of ment Plant site. Bids are sched-1 OPERATING . wastewater interceptor pipeline However, Bruce said the au-
ENGINEERS LOCAL 3 E $2,799,775 to construct a 42-inch uled for opening next month.

' from San Leandro's sewage treat- thority may have to delay work1 USE YOUR UNION I.D. TO MAKE PURCHASES. E ment plant to the San Leandro on the remainder of the $70 mil-.. Marina. lion project south of Hayward

~ RADIALS POLYESTER BELTED S for approximately 10,000 feet of Union City's refusal to issue a

.

. The proposal, which provides until litigation is resolved over

- pipeline, was received by the East use permit for construction of a78 SERIES STEEL RADIAL *PLY POLYESTER 78 SERIES-2+2 WHITEWALLS C Bay Dischargers Authority and new treatment plant at Alvarado.mmiMILE TREADWEAR WARRANT¥ 30 MmMLE TREADWEAA WARRANTY 32*MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY C will be submitted to the state for
Whitewalls. Made from 2 strong Blackwall. A dependable tire at a Two polyester body plies & 2 fiber- r, review. Ten other contractors bid Safety Committeemen Activatedbelts of steel and 2 polyester cord very popular price. Lifetime road glass belts. Lifetime road hazard, " Week Ending January 24, IMSplies for superb handling, great trac- hazard, workmanship and material workmanship and materials warran- . on the project, which had been es-

 Dist. Name Agenttion, long mileage and fuel economy. warranties. ties r, imated at $3%224,000. 12 Anthony Marvidikis D. StrateLifetime road hazard, workmanship SIZE GROUP PRICE FET SIZE GROUP PAICE FET . The pipeline marks the fourthand materials warranties. A78·13,,....SIZE GROUP PRICE F.ET, A78·13.. .18.48 169 25.49 171 ,· major phase of the planned "su- Job Stewards Activated
- C78·14.- . 21.36 193 878-13... .. 26.61 1 82 r, Week Ending January 24, 1978BR78·13..........40.25 199 E78·14 . 22.44 213 C78-13. . 27.44 1 95 ,~ per sewer" transmission lineDR78-14..........43.39 . 2 32 F78-14 . 22.84 2 26 C78·14. . 27.71 Dist. Name Agent

ER78· 14 .......... 45.58 240 678· 14 .. . 23 . 56 2 42 E78· 14 . 28 . 33 j ~ i. which will extend from the Irving- 20 Walter Leichner P. Schissler
90 Francis Perry D. IncardonaFR78-14..........46.62 258 G78-15.. . 24.49 245 F78-14.. . 29.59 234 - ton District of Fremont to a deep- 12 Boyd Brown L. LassiterGR78·14..........47.64 276 G78·14. . 31.47 . 247 water discharge point off San 12 Pat Caldwell D. StrateHR78-14..........50.63 296 H78-14. . 33.32 2 70 12 Walter Finnas W. MarkusGR78-15..........49.39 2 83 G78-15.. . 31.73 . 2 55 Leandro Marina. 12 Nolan C. Jackson R. Daugherty

HR78· 15 .......... 51 . 71 303 H78· 15 . 34 .07 . 277 A majority of the pipeline routeJR78·15 ..........  53.72 319 L78-15·· . 37.69 305
LR78·15...........55.57 334 is aIong Neptune Drive from the Job Stewards Inactivated

03-108-12064 marina. Week Ending January 24,1978
Dist. Name Agent

Wayne Bruce, authority man- 20 Ronald Hokanson P. Schissler

v/SA
P. Schisslerager, said the next link of the &8 2~eep~wLi~tteucci
 P. Schissler

wastewater project will extend
 90 John Negovan D. Incardona

60 Roger Howard D. MostatsMOST CARS AND TRUCKS - from the Hayward treatment plant 12 Clair Curtis T. Bills(Mud and Snow tires not included.)

t This is a partial list only. Call your nearest warehouse for complete price brochure, .
SUPPORT THE COMPANY THAT SUPPORTS YOU. IMPORTANT NOTICE

The members of District 90 are requested to tune in to

ACAPITOLTIRE SALES/WAREHOUSES,INC and 7:30 a.m. Thirty-second messages will be broadcast on this
Radio Station KXRX, number 15 on the dial, between 7:00 a.m.

station advising the members of important issues coming beforeOPEN WEEKDAYS 8-6, Saturdays 8-5 the City Council and Board of Supervisors.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA LOCATIONS: These important meetings should be attended by members,BERKELEY: 1770 Fifth St. (415) 524-9120 SAN JOSE: 1760 Rogers Ave (4081 287-9112 their families and other concerned citizens if we intend to protectCONCORD: 2465 J Vista Del Monte (415)825-2012 CITRUS HEIGHTS: 6115 Auburn Blvd (916) 723-5584-85

SACRAMENTO: 1831 Second St. (at S)(916) 443-2526 SAN MATEO:733 Soulh Claremont St{415)344-5732 our work opportunities.
STOCKTON: 4131 Coronad, Ave (209) 465-5616 SAN FRANSCISCO: 101 S. Van Ness Ave (415) 621-2336 All of these meetings are well attended by the Environmen-
SANTA ROSA: 3331 Industrial Di (707) 528-8150 ~ SAN LEANDRO: 2059 Williams St (415) 351-8434 talist groups.
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Coping with a PlungingMarket: d 0 F 0» SPECIAL
Local 3 Miners in Utah O 

m REPORTDeal with an Economic Enemy
By James Earp

The souvenir shops in Salt Lake City, benches appear to be minute steps into a build up a surplus, which causes the price - living in these countries means that  wages
Utah are replete with decorative candles huge amphitheater, yet each step dwarfs to plummet, sometimes at a level below the are considerably less.
and relies made of copper from the famous » the electric powered shovels that dot the actual costs of producing it. There is cur- These factors make it easier for them
Bingham Mine overlooking the Salt Lake side of the mine. Some of these shovels are rently a huge surplus of 2 million tons of to undercut American prices. The current
Valley from its 8,000 foot perch near massive pieces of machinery in themselves copper brought on primarily by the 1974-75 price for copper charged by most Amer-
Tooele. It doesn't take long for most tour- -taking 27 yards at a scoop and standing recession. ican fims is 63 cents lb. Kennecott is charg-
ists visiting the area to learn that the mas- three stories high. • Traditionally, American copper com- ing 61.5 cents lb. But the price on the Lon-
sive mine owned by Kennecott Corporation It is from the work of these shovels oper- panies operated under the laws of a free don commodities exchange is only about
plays a vital role in the state's economy. ated by Local 3 members that the mine is market economy. The price of copper 55 cents lb.

The giant mine also plays a vital role in emptied of nearly 500,000 tons of ore and would stabilize according to the demand "Since it costs only about 2 to 5 cents lb.
the lives of 345 Local 3 members who spend waste material every day. The rock is and the supply at hand. But with the entry for American manufacturers to import
their working days gouging out thousands hauled away from the bottom half of the of foreign producers from Zambia, Zaire, copper, you can see that it still pays for
of tons a day of rock and precious ore. mine via 100 miles of standard gauge track Chile, Peru and Indonesia, the old eco. them to buy it on the London market,"
Comprising just one of the 19 crafts that and 67 locomotives. From the top half, nomic rules have gone awry. Most of the Pratt pointed out.
make up the employes of the mine, our Lo- over 100 massive trucks ranging in size mines in these countries are owned by the • If these factors are not enough to
cal 3 members set the pace to the mine's from 65- ton to 150-ton do the work. government, rather than private firms. cause headaches for Kennecott and other
production-and it's a fast one. The statistics are meaningless to the ca- These countries also happen to be poorly American firms, there are plenty of other

This mutual reliance between the operat- sual observer until he realizes that the developed, which means they have a con- problems at hand. A key factor for the
ing engineers and other crafts and the daily tonnage of the mine, if hauled in one- stant need for a large inflow of cash. One efficiency of production, for instance, is
company's management provides the key half ton pickup trucks at their rated ca- of the easiest ways to get this money is to the quality of the ore being mined. Pratt
to understanding the copper industry in pacity would occupy a line with bumpers export natural resources like copper at the explains that the Bingham mine requires
Utah and the problems it now faces. Most touching, beginning in San Francisco and highest rate possible. Faced with political the removal of 3.5 tons of waste material
union members know that ultimately their extending 3,264 miles to Portland, Maine. unrest and labor problems if employment for every ton of usable ore. And a full ton
jobs rely on the highly competitive price drops, these countries have maintained full of ore yields only 12 lbs. of pure copper.
of copper on the international market and Biggest, But Not Boss production, even in the face of a current Many foreign mines, besides having
upon their ability to maintain high produc- It is easy to see then that everything surplus of copper and rapidly dropping lower production costs, have richer copper
tion standards. Management realizes that about Kennecott is big. But being the big- prices. deposits. The average foreign mine needs
it is the operating engineers, steelworkers, gest fish in the copper pond doesn't neces The market then, becomes a battle where to remove only one ton of waste material
laborers, railroad workers and other crafts sarily make it the boss. The copper indus- private enterprise is pitted against coun- for every ton of ore, and some of this ore
who get the copper out of the mountain try is a creature of supply and demand, tries who do not run their copper mines as yields as much as 180 lbs. of copper per
and into the nation's commerce. Without and in an international market where there businesses, but as sources of political pat- ton of ore. This means that some foreign
the rank and file union workers, there are no standard laws that apply to all ronage, foreign exchange and jobs. mines have 36 times the yield of copper as
would be no Kennecott. producers, this seemingly simple economic The need for these countries to preserve American mines.

concept can take some very nasty twists. an image of growth takes precedence over A Losing BattleMonster of a Mine Consider these facts: profitability.Anyone who visits the Bingham Mine • Copper is a cyclical industry, where What all this boils down to is that Ken-• It costs foreign producers considerably necott and most other copper prqducers incan't help but marvel at its monstrous pro- demand for the metal rises and falls with
portions. It is the biggest open pit mine in the production levels of the world's manu. less to produce a pound of copper than the United States are losing money. If it
the world. Begun in 1904 at the top of an facturers of communications equipment, American producers. General Manager was a small firm that relied totally on its
8,000-foot mountain on the west side of the copper wire and pipe, automobiles, cook- Bob Pratt of Kennecott's Utah division copper production to stay in business, Ken-
Salt Lake Valley, there is now a gigantic ware, electronics and a host of other con- was interviewed recently by Engineers necott would probably have folded some
hole two miles wide at the top and a half sumer and business products. The demand News. According to Pratt, foreign pro- time ago. The present slump has been a
mile deep. for copper by manufacturers can fall at a ducers are not encumbered by the neces- long one, going on two years, with no ap-

The gaping hole tapers at the rim to the moment's notice, but it takes copper pro- sity to adhere to strict anti-pollution laws parent upsurge in sight. Fortunately, Ken-
bottom with 51 tiers or benches measuring ducers about six months to adjust to like American firms. These costs add about necott is a big firm-the largest copper
anywhere from 35 feet to 125 feet wide and changes in demand. When demand for cop- 10 cents lb. to the price of American cop- firm in the world-and has a number of
50 feet deep. Observed from the top, these per drops suddenly, the market tends to per. Furthermore, the lower standard of diversified interests which have kept it in

the race over the last two years.
Besides being the largest copper pro-

. 46 . ':11%'14;ta,·. ducer, it is also one of the largest pro-
ducers of silver and gold in the country.
Kennecott even managed to show a fourth
rluarter profit in 1977 of $11.7 million. Most

*F of this net gain, company officials say,

terest in an undeveloped New Mexico Mo-
came from the sale of the company's in-

;ybdenum mine to Union Oil Corp.

sion, Kennecott will inevitably face some
But without a profit in its copper divi-

very serious decisions in the near future.
4 +421 , This obviously is a sobering thought for

Local 3 members and other craftsmen who
work in the Bingham Mine. What is the

'~t~ *:~*,4.„.*-- 4 . 4 + Engineers News-queried Bill Pratt.
company doing to alleviate its problems?

Increasing Efficiency
The company is actively trimming the

4;4 4 '- # fat off its large payroll. To most people,
this brings to mind visions of massive lay-
offs and sudden unemployment for low se-
niority personnel. Pratt assured Engineers

+ ' ~ ~**" News that this is not the case. The vast

simply not filling positions of those who
majority of payroll cuts are coming by

reach retirement age. It is a slow but
i f,  f  .  steady process, and occurs in manage-

ment levels as much if not more than rank
and file positions.

4 For the 300 Local 3 members at the
Bingham Mine, the world copper situation

u- does not appear to have affected them
since the recession. In fact, recent pro-

LODGED IN A RUGGED STRETCH of mountains fac- mine. Scattered along the sides of the mine are the duction figures indicate that the Bingham
Mine is going full bore, even breaking aing the Salt Lake Valley, the huge Bingham open big electric shovels operated by Local 3 members major production record last December.

pit mine owned by Kennecott Copper appears to be who produce nearly 500,000 tons of material a day. In view of the surplus of copper on the
a colossal amphitheater for giants. There are 51 The rock and ore is hauled out by trains (lower half market, it would seem that escalated pro-
benches from the highest point to the base of the of mine) and by 150-ton dumpsters. (Continued on Page 11)
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Anaconda's Carr Fork Mine 44 3 --3*

A Classic Struggle for Representation K
Success stories for trade unions are hard gain for all current employees and any ad- most of the rest of the copper industry had 2 4/4

to come by in right-to-work states like ditional production employes that would settled with their respective unions. E--
Utah. And even these are tempered by the come on the payroll in the future. Effective as of October 1, 1977, the con- *-
sobering reality that collecitve bargaining It was a significant ruling, since the Carr tract currently covers about 56 operating .
strength is reliant upon an ever changing Fork project will eventually employ 800 engineers out of a potential 80 to 90. Be- '*
workforce that is becoming increasingry miners, operators and other personnel and cause of the right to work law in Utah, ~ ~ ~ ~1 . _

unknowledgeable and apathetic about the have a projected yearly output in excess these workers are not required to join Lo- ': /3.-':.'.value of trade union membership. of 100 million lbs. cal 3 or even pay union dues, even though .2 + =
The Anaconda story is a classic example. When put into full production, the Carr they enjoy the same wages and fringe ~4 * - _ # - ir #_
In 1948, Anaconda Corp. acquired the Fork mine will be the most advanced mine benefits that union members do. -- - ,# E.- -

rights to land that contains what is now in the business. It offers a lot of potential Ultimately, those who refuse to join their *„, _-  - - -- r A.
called the Carr Fork ore deposit-a mas- to Anaconda Corp., which hopes to get at collective bargaining unit will be hurting it- -- 3 5sive limestone bed lodged deep under- least 29 years production out of the mine, themselves, Markus comments. The man- K- .< -
ground just west of the Bingham open pit and to the employes who can expect to agement at Anaconda, like any other em- . I= 15 -:. -
mine. = advance to higher positions as the work- ployer constantly monitors the strength of & 2- *, - :f ~ 1~ -2 -

An active exploration program by Ana- force steadily increases to the 800-person the union membership.
conda resulted in the discovery of the deep level. "When our membership is down around P~_ . - *•,
seated ore bodies in 1969. Following ex- The mine will utilize a fleet of rubber the 50 percent level like it is now", says ~ ' z- -- 3-
tensive geological evaluation, the company tired diesel leaders and other trackless Markus, "you can expect that you won't 2 -- - --- 2{ *= 7-86 ,
geared up to develop the deposit. The proj- vehicles. The ore, which is sandwiched be- get much cooperation from management."
ect was released for construction in Sep- tween quartzite rock will be drilled off That's why in right-to-work states, even f - -4 g d---
tember, 1974. with large rotary percussion drills, blasted success stories always contain a big "if." r,

Contracts for the first two mine shafts and then loaded into underground railcars If the percent of union membership at «*
were given to Peter Kiewit and Sons, and and transported to the production shaft, a Carr Fork doesn't increase, then all the k - =
Thyssen Mining Company. In an effort to distance of approximately one mile. employes - union and nonunion - can ex- 11 11compete with nonunion firms these con- Large underground crushers will reduce pect a tough road ahead. Contracts-even
tractors had signed shaft agreements with the size of the broken ore to 6-inch dia- four-year ones-don't last forever. ,/lah 'llit 1 .7 li *. 40 -*i
the Operating Engineers and the Labor- meter pieces prior to being hoisted 3,700
ers-agreements restricted to exploration vertical feet to the surface in 15-ton skiDs.
work on ore bodies. Fresh air will constantly be delivered un-

While initial shaft work was underway, derground with large volume fans to main- 6,000
the Teamsters union attempted to form tain safe working standards.
a sweetheart agreement with Anacortda The ore will ·be crushed again on the sur-
Corp. The agreement reportedly would face to a smaller size, transported down 5,500
have only represented about a dozen Ana- the mountain through conveyor belts and
conda employes. But the intent, allegedly then pulverized.
was to have a firm contract in effect when According to the terms of the NLRB rul- 5,000
the mine went into full production with an ing, an e12ction was held between the , ~~ ,
expected workforce much larger than that Teamsters, the United Steelworkers, the FOREIGN PRODU,SION / ,4,500 :¥:engaged in development work. Operating Engineers running jointly with ~,i'

When Local 3 learned of the situation, a the Laborers, and the company itself. The
grievance was filed with the National La- first election resulted in the Teamsters -0--Z
bor Relations Board, charging that the and Steelworkers coming in a dismal third

 2 4,000 , FOREIGN C NSUMPTIONTeamsters were not truly representing the and last place respectively.
workers. Similar chargers were filed by The run-off election between the Operat- ,
other unions-notably the United Steel- ing Engineers-Laborers and the company ' ~ 3,500"workers. was much closer, but the two unions work- 4While the case was tied up in litigation, ing jointly still came out on top. 0
Anaconda began construction on a third M 3.000Bill Markus, one of the Local 3 business n
mine shaft, only this time they attempted agents involved during the organizing drive ~~ DOMESTC CONSUMFTIONto do the project themselves. Nearly all recalls the period.mine shaft work throughout the country „ 2 2,500Anaconda was damn tough and theyis done almost solely by Operating Engi- put up a hell of a fight," he commented.neers and Laborers on a joint basis. ~rheyu~uearlelyprairt~tu~fter Oleeuniven ~ulesha~.rtti fll;B~~db~gatnAntedattZ newsletters that were sent out to the work-
required to carry out an election among DOMESTIC PRODUCTION ~ .'
the employees to determine who would agents had made the rounds and the work- 1,500
have the right to bargain collectively. The ers had just been paid.
ruling came as a partial surprise in that The newsletters were constantly casting
it did not restrict itself to the develop- seeds of doubt at the workers about the 1,000
ment stages of the project. Whoever won Operating Engineers and the Laborers, 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
the election would have the right to bar- Markus said. Anaconda had also con-

tacted several other employers of Local 3
members in Utah to assess the union's
strength.

< Apparently, Markus says, they learned The chart above indicates the into their countries-even if it is at
from officials at Kennecott and the Rio problems the domestic market is the expense of U.S. firms. However,
Algom Mine in southern Utah that Local 3 having with foreign production. Af- if they continue the practice, it will
is an organization that deals fairly with ter worldwide copper production destroy their own markets as well

9..7 j <VI, 4~ its members and the employer, "but that peaked in 1973, producers abroad, as American produce's. As one ex-

...4 i '1 *C- ".t j we can be tough if we get dirt thrown in most of them government owned, pert put it, "they're tetter off sell-our face."
 went on increasing their output. ing nine pounds at 6C cents than 10

After the successful election, the Operat-
'~ ~ ing Engineers, Laborers and Anaconda Now, over 2 million tons of surplus pounds at 50 cents."

management went into a long series of copper hangs over the market, thus One note of optim sm gleams in
Fle,JJ.~27 contract negotiations. Bargaining jointly preventing U.S. copper prices from this glum picture. The present

F ~ for the operating Engineers and Laborers experiencing the normal rise that
were Tom Bills, District Representative slump in the industry has causedwould be expected from the in-

* 6 for the Utah district and business agent U.S. companies to foresta,1 expan-
sion. While this prevents lhe laborBill Markus; Laborers Dick Shone and crease in consumption over the last

' Steve Hammond; and two job stewards, two years.
"t '*,;r·.4 Lyle Oldroyd and Dick James. Ironically, 1977 (not shown on force from likewise expanding, it

Markus points out that the union nego- graph) was a record year for the may set the stage for a growing
tiators were aiming for a four-year con- consumption of copper, but the high scarcity of copper. As the nation's
tract to start with-something unique in rates of foreign production and the economic growth picks up, it should

9-6 -* ;/.W % -- four-year contract as opposed to a normal
the mining industry. The Reasoning for the huge surplus did not allow the do- catch up with the copper produc-
three-year contract was that the mine mestic price of copper to rise. tion. In that event, the market will

' would not be in actual operation for an- By maximizing their production, take a turn upward, which spells
A THREE-MAN CREW prepares to be other two years after the contract was to foreign producers may in the short "good" for labor and management
lifted up one of the 3,000-ft. vertical be ratified, Markus explained, run enjoy a high inflow of revenue alike.
shafts of the Anaconda Carr Fork mine The contract was finalized in the clos-
near Tooele, Utah ing days of September, 1977, long after
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$ #y 0 + currently engaged in the developmental stages of Anaconda's Carr Fork Mine (pic-

i. a m. effort of Local 3 members and Laborers for tie next two years. Pictured above is
tured left). Construction of mine shafts and hmnels will continue to be the primary

,· i ,-·i:,24:46*1bwik&CL i I + * fail ' ' 4 how big a 150-ton capacity truck can be, Business Agent Bill Markus stands next to
; 1 one of the giant haulage trucks being used at Kennecott's Bingham Mine. To show

the massive front wheels.

Domestic Copper Market vs. Nationalized Foreigners
(Continued from Page 9) not enter into any direct negotiations with management. Last year, Local 3 was rep- able. The copper unions won wage in-

duction would only aggravate falling cop- foreign producers, due to anti-trust laws. resented in these sessions which took place creases of 85 cents an hour over three
per prices. Pratt explained to Engineers in Phoenix, Arizona by Utah District Rep- years for a 12 percent increase. This wage
News that this might be the case, how- Blasts at Labor resentative Tom Bills. Also included in boost was on par with construction indus-
ever, it is only through a high rate of pro- It might be expected that during such the contract, however are the "local is- try settlements.
duction that Kennecott can even begin to a crises, some industry officials would sues" concerns of the union members at "The workers were aware of the world
compete with the price changed by foreign blame the so-called high wages of labor a specific mine. c.opper market in the 1977 negotiations,"
producers. unions for at least part of the domestic For many years, Mayfield explains, Lo- Mayfield says. "They dd not particularly

Another factor in increasing production industry's inability to compete freely with cal 3 was known among Kennecott man- want to go out on strike." So as a whole,
is the manufacture and utilization of foreign producers. There was even some agement as a "paper tiger." They knew there was more a feeling of cooperation
larger equipment. The huge shovels and silent speculation that the renegotiation of from past experience that the leadership and mutual benefit than in previous con-
trucks at the Bingham Mine bear striking contracts last summer might cause a pro- would not allow its members to strike for tract negotiations.
testimony that big machines can haul Ionged strike and create a sizable dent in local issues. There were many concerns It is this feeling of co)peration that will
away a lot of material. However, equip- the copper surplas. by the members that went unresolved from probably go as far as anything else in
ment costs money, and Kennecott cannot It was supposed to be a lengthy strike, contract to contract-particularly with re- helping Kennecott to overcome its prob-
afford to spend large sums upgrading its maybe even rivaling the record nine-month spect to transportation time into and out of lems in the world cofper market. Cer-
inventory in the face of a bad market for walk out of 1967. according to some busi- the mine. lainly some intervention by the Federal
copper. ness brass. But that was not to be the Mayfield believes that one of the main Government is called kr to help stabilize

Federal Intervention case. Just hours after the walk out began, reasons that the 1977 negotiations went so prices, but when it gets down to the brass
Kennecott settled with Local 3 and other well for Local 3 was because of the lessons lacks, nothing gets done if managementTogether, reductions in payroll and the crafts in what some industry officials com- Kennecott learned in the 1974 negotiations ean't come to terms with the trade unions.use of bigger machinery can only go so far plained was too generous an offer. about the Operating Engineers, That was It is, after all, the workers who "put thein helping U.S. firms to compete on the But Pratt feels that last summer's pack- the year that turned everything around. rock in the box."international market. age was a "fair settlement." In 1974, Kennecott management faced aA more crucial step now in the works is "We di(in't feel that the workers should "new set of players," Mayfield explains.to get the Federal Government to reduce pay because of the world market," he There was a new Business Manager and"dumping" of foreign copper on the U.S. conceded. "The workers put the rock in it was the first contract that he as Vice .Ip--7-market. One proposal by the copper in- the box. If it weren't for them, I wouldn't President had an opportunity to help ne-dustry, says Pratt, is for the United States be here." - .r' *€ ,.4.to impose an "environmental tax" of about Bob Mayfield, who as Vice President of

 gotiate.
10 cents lb. on all foreign copper. Since Local 3 spends a considerable amount of membership, Mayfield relates. "We were i===~

"There was blood in the eyes" of the »--'----
imported copper is produced without the time in the Utah District agreed that the determined to resolve many of the local -.-.-Ip:restriction of costly pollution controls, it last contract was settled rather smoothly, issues that had gone unanswered for so . .111= .-»... hwould even up competition in the United but that there were certainly other fae- # "' - = -
States to require such a tax on foreign tors involved besides Kennecott's assess- many years." 1 1/ 1./.-
copper. ment of the world market. As was the custom, months before the

Another proposal is fer the government 1974 contract was to expire, Kennecott
to increase demand by reducing the cur- "Kennecott has always been a very sent out its feelers. Mayfield refers to them 1 4- 2

tough negotiator," Mayfield emphasized. as "water boys"-men who play the part 1.NA„rent surplus. This was done recently when "They keep reccrds that go way back on of the negotiator but have no authority toZinc was suffering from similar problems every craft. They know how many opera- sign an agreement. This time th€ y got ,
 -f#4-lf-with Iow prices. The government pur- tors are members of Local 3, and ther€5, nowhere with Local 3. Mayfield and Billschased large quantities of the metal, and fore they know our bargaining strength. „now the price is beginning to increase. just happened to be unavailable" for ne- 19-I

One idea is to sell the Zinc and buy the Union membership is an especially im- gotiations until the expiration »date of the
copper with the resulting income. portant factor in Utah negotiations. Since contract. .4

An earlier idea that never succeeded it is a right-to-work state, workers are When the contract finally expired, Local '* r t...#. m
was to organize a Council of Copper Ex- not required to join the union, even though 3 members were the first ones out with .
porting Countries (CIPEC), patterned af- they can enjoy the same wages and bene the pickets, and were followed shortly by ~ 1.-4 -* - . 'rdlll»
ter the OPEC for the international oil fits that are negotiated by the union. Yet, other crafts. By the time the 1974 agree- F' le--v . . '¥4. ..' 'm----,

industry. The reasoning was to force the despite the right to work law, about 90 ment was finally ratified, many local is- . : d.4
price of copper up, but the fact that most percent of the heavy equipment operators kil i It ....

of the members of CIPEC are underde- at the Bingham Mine are members of sues had been resolved for Local 3 mem- Re***tin. 2-- 6 'a 1...

veloped countries with nationalized firms Local 3-a tribute to the workers who bers for the first time ever.
has prevented any real cooperation with realize the value of union strength and It was primarily the experience of the THE ONLY THING THAT MAKES the
producers in the domestic market. to the business agents and job stewards 1974 negotiations, then that Kennecott trucks look small at the Bingham Mine

There have been other stabs at getting who must constantly monitor the attitudes agreed so rapidly to a settlement, May- are the 27-yard shovels. Arnold Bruce -
d copper exporting countries to come to and concerns of the membership. Macklin works the co,trols of the "Bi-fieId says. "They knew we meant business
- some kind of economic terms, but so far In the copper industry, contract nego- centennial" shovel, which was the first

these have been half hearted and unfruit- tiations take place on two levels. The "big at the negotiating table." of the 27-yard machines used at the
full. Pratt pointed out that Kennecott and table" sessions :ake place with represen- Despite assertions by some business lead- mine. Macklin has been a member of
the rest of the U.S. copper producers can- tatives from all the crafts meeting with ers, the 1977 contract was not unreason- Local 3 for 24 years.
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New Left, ' EOId Left' They're All Anti Labor
.The labor movement bas traditionally recognized right wing extremist

groups like tbe National Right To Work Committee and the ]Obn Birch Society
as threats to trade unionism. But just as deadly and far more subversive are
the left wing and communist groups wbo outwardly support the American Trade
Union Movement but secretly seek to int,·ude on union leadership to accomplish 4
their political goals. + 2 -.

Speciat to the Engineers News Once active in a Union, Com- Another radical party that has 0 4
munists are usually less con- demonstrated an ability to ma-By GEORGE CURTIN cerned with the immediate bread nipulate legitimate issues to ad- =*'. *,a,Not since the turbulent decade and butter issues facing the mern- vance its own program is the =

of the 1930's, when the Commu. bership than with capturing po· Revolutionary Communist Party
nist Party was able to make sub- litical control and "revolutioniz- and its front group, The United *,= i_".1.
stantial inroads in the the newly ing" the workers. Invariably, Workers Organization.
formed C.I.0., has there been so they ignore both the practicality ·
much radical activity aimed at of their program and the conse- This party, a schismatic splin-
influencing and at times disrupt. quences of it on the workers they ter group formed out of the rem- , * . .4*~*
ing the legitimate activities of the seek to represent. They are often nants of the Students for a Demo- '
American Labor Movement. ready, for instance, to advance cratic Society (SDS) purports todemands regardless of what theThe current crop of American industry can bear, or to prolong be the "official" American Mao
Communists, be they Maoists, strikes even when victory for the ist Party. As such, they have de- 1%4.
Trotskyists, Stalinists or indepen- workers is problematic. As a re  veloped a strategy of placingdents, continue to view the class sult, Communists and their sym- „cadres" in labor unions to or- :.. 15..2/1struggle as primarily a political pathizers often have the effect of ' ganize the rank and file againststruggle, the dictatorship of the weakening, dividing and in someproletariat as their political goal cases destroying the very labor the so-called "traitorous union 1/mliu'.r#l,and the dictatorial party as the organizations they pretend to be big shots. 43'&4instrument of their "revolution- „in the vanguard of."ary" illusions. While continuing to implement

Perhaps the most disciplined, this program, they have also
Radicals today, like their pre- reached out to unsuspecting lib-

decessors in the 1930's, see their organized and well- funded of eral, Democratic and labor
own political organizations as of these groups on the totalitarian groups and individuals to or-
first and foremost importance. left remains the American Com- ganize campaigns around such is-
The labor movement. which they munist party. Although they have sues as the International Hotel
so persistently woo, is viewed as declined dramatically since their controversy in the San Francisco
merely a means towards their
own undemocratic, political ends. heyday in the 1930's, they still re- Bay Area. They have attempted

to present themselves as the de-
Consequently, they see as their tain the ability to develop an fenders of the "oppressed work-d
primary duty the building of their manipulate front groups with a ers" while at the same time work-
own political apparatus with the remarkable degree of sophistica- ing to undermine the very trade
trade unions providing an arena tion. Such front groups as the Na- union movement that provides the P. ,
for activity and recruitment. tional Alliance Against Racism only effective instrument that F A J·,

workers have to fight for their F# fr.Since radical parties are lim- and Political Repression and the interests.ited insize due to their tradition- Coalition for Economic Survival f :„al isolation from American values reach out beyond the party faith- While this may appear paro- A.
as well as their strict processes fuls to expand, in the guise of so- doxical to the uninformed, it sim-

ply illustrates their desire to re- *'4 Iof selection and discipline, it is cial justice, the influence' and po- place the democratic institutionsnecessary for them to develop re- litical impact of their anti-demo- of labor with their own dictatoriallationships with mass organiza- cratic ideology. control.
tions already in existence. Trade
Unions are viewed as perfect for This ability to temporarily This possibility will, of course, TOM HAYDEN, former founder of the defunct Students for
this purpose since they bring to abandon sectarianism for a more remain nothing more than a pipe a Democratic Society and left wing radical, attended a
workers a degree of organization effective strategy of building pop- dream as long as democratic
and class consciousness that rad- ular front coalitions gives the trade unionists remain aware of recent Democratic Party convention in San Francisco to
ical groups hope may be diverted Communist Party and groups like the hidden agendas that the anti- gain support from labor and left wing Democrats. He
towards other more revolutionary them a dangerous inroad into the democratic left within our move- failed to gain the ear of labor, and got no official support
aims. wider community. ment continues to promote. from the party.

Hayden' s Effort at Alliance Not in Labor' s Interest
By MARK STECHBART pressed a sharp interest in coop- that "the Democrats in Washing-

The husband of Jane Fonda has Hayden was indicted as a member of the celebrated eration w: th Labor. "On some is- ton and Sacramento are beholden
organized a group that wants to "Chicago 8" for riot related charges during the 1968 Chicago sues, we agree with Labor, on to the corporate interests and lot}-
make an alliance with Labor and Democratic Convention, which nominated Hubert Humphrey others we disagree," Hayden com- by, and not that of workers and

mented. "Nuclear, for instance is consumers. Labor gets taken fortransform society. This group is for Presidenf. a good example; it is a corporate granted." Points of CED-Laborcalled Campaign for Economic and an economic rip-off, but we cooperation are "property tax is-Democracy and it wants to gener- Hayden was generally at loose social exploitation like we had in are not a:tacking it from an en- sues, national health insurance,ally get involved in Labor issues ends until he ran for the U.S. Sen- the late 1960's," Hayden explains, vironmental viewpoint. The red- housing and farmworker employ-throughout California and specif- ate from California in 1976 but and "there is no solution in tra- woods is arother." CED solar en- ment." When questioned whyically, at the moment, to develop lost in the Democratic primary. ditional capitalism or New Deal ergy stafter Fred Braniman put CED will succeed in passing thissolar power and shut down the Hayden is now organizing the programs. We must develop a it this way: "Using solar heating political agenda when the Cali-nuclear industry. CED and actively pursuing labor platform for candidates in the and electr.cal generating cells fornia AFIrCIO has had some
Tom Hayden is the "Chairper- support. 1980's." With this pseudo-philo- like we propose and using bio- problems, Hayden replied that "I

son" of CED. He is a founding Although CED has only 800 sophical underp innin g, Hayden mass conversion (cow dung and don't want to criticize Labor, but
member of the Students for a members in California, Hayden has set his sights on building a po- vegetable mater), we can run other than farmworkers and pub-
Democratic Society (SDS) which feels he can prod uc ere sul ts litical base with Labor and vari- California without nuclear or fos- lie employees, Labor has been
was a collection of student rad- where the 1.7 million-member ous community groups and have sil fuel power." One problem stagnant. During the industrial or-

California AFL-CIO has run into "CED do what political parties Branfman conceded was that $500 ganizing of the CIO, in the 1930's,icals who were in the forefront of difficulty. If this reasoning is un- should be doing." million will have to be spent to Labor was strong. When Labor ad-
the anti-Vietnam demonstrations. clear, Hayden's claim of assisting A Movement has to be built get an efficient solar cell devel- ministers contracts, there is no
Perhaps the worst thing to hap- the Democratic Party with and the "organizational form oped by 1984. Hayden proposes growth. Organizing and social
pen to either Hayden or SDS was "CED's good name" also provides that suggests the style of that this CED endorsed energy crisis are tied together."
the ending of the Vietnam war, food for thought. In an exclusive such a movement is... work be done at union scale and "Today there are millions ofsince both lost their big issue. SDS interview with the Engineers working-class and poor peo- it will generate more work than workers trapped by the or-came apart at the seams, and News, Hayden outlined both his pie in Zocat insurgency." fossil and nuclear projects. But gqlizationai framework of 6spawned the anarchis t group long-term political strategy and -Tom Hayden, the workforce figures, as Branf- the AFL-CIO."known as the Weathermen who his plans for both organized labor man admits, are contradictory de-SDS leader, 1966. pending on the source. ". . .the existence of tradeproceeded to blow up banks and and the Democratic Party.
corporate buildings until 1975. "We are faced with a wave of CED and Hayden have ex- On Lator, Hayden continues (Continued on Page 13, Col. 1)
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Political Involvement of Labor Unions New Caucus
4. Seen as ' Golden Apple ' by Extremists To Oppose

In the United States , labor is both George Meany and the Left Wing
unions are the largest organized "In order to strengthen the unity and fighting strength of Building Trades. They promote
group outside of religion. Unions the workers and gain access to the rank and fiZe under the leader- the public misconceptions of the A new caucus of the Californiaare politically active since legis- ship of the (labor) bureaucrats, we might at times make tacticat "hard-hat" and the age of George Democratic Party has been or-lation effects union contracts, agreements with certain tabor leaders or sections of the union Meany and his anti-communist be- ganized with a strong Laborthe buying power of union mem- bureaucracy. But we must utilize these alliances to expose the liefs into objects of scorn. membership, that has attracted

~ - tn;=1"i=211(1:21% t=?=:,ucrats and sever the workers from their opportunistic
 Meany, the slander becomes party activists.

As they zero in on George attention and comment among
effect the members or conditions *** worse. The AFL-CIO doesn't rep- Jack Bullard and John Mc-of work. It is a fact of life that "The trade unions must be turned into schools of class resent the members, according to Mahon, both from Local 3, areunions must be involved in pol- struggle." "The trade Unioks Will serve as schools of com- their gospel. The domestic pro- co-chairing this group called the
interests against the business . * failure as they overlook social tralization. The constitutional by-

itics to represent the members in- . munism." gram of the AFL-CIO has been a Committee for Economic Decen-
)1 lobby. "Under the leadership of the Party... the trade unions will reform over the past 30 years. laws of the Decocratic party re-N It is this political involvement be transformed into- revoiutionary ctass struggte organiza- They have a romantic attach- quired one per cent of the govern-and the general strength of the tions . .." ment to the Great Depression, ing committee must petition forlabor movement that draws fire * * 0 which few left wing radicals are the group to be admitted as afrom both sides of the political -from the Founding Congress of the Comunist Party (Mars- old enough to have lived through, formal causcus to the party, andspectrum. The right-wing conser- ist-Leninist) 1977. Chapter entitled "Win the Trade Unions to and look upon it as a great radio this requirement has been ful- i -vative attacks Labor with right-to- the Struggle for Socialism," alizing experience. filled.work campaigns or allies itself This group supports the Chinese Communists. Behind this entire strategy, lies The CED proposes that organ-with business to water down laws the fact that these grours use ized labor with collective bar-like Davis-Bacon. whatever tactic works in gaining gaining is the only organization

On the other hand, a more dam- tude is that unions must be the for office or harass the current entrance into or cooperation with, in the U.S. that is capable andaging attack is taking form from radical cutting edge in society. union leadership. A case in point the union of their desires Like willing to put forth a social
left wing political - groups and The situation as they see it now is is the recent Steelworkers election the historical Trojan Horse, they agenda that bene fits the Ameri-
their design is not to attack unions that unions are too middle class for General President of the use their hidden agendas to open can worker. In an economy domi-directly but to capture unions for and do not strike enough. union. doors. They attack all union lead- nated by the U.S. Chamber of
their own political agenda. So La- The left groups say that unions ership, other than their own cho. Commerce, the Conference Board
bor ultimately finds itself damned spend too much time negotiating Sadlowski Case sen cadre. and multi-national conglomerates,
and cursed from both sides of the and de fending the contract; they They like to promote rank and the only countervailing institu-political spectrum as it follows its should be working in the commu- Edward Sadlowski got consider- file dissention when it suites their Mon that can speak for employeeown political agenda to represent nity and make alliances with left able financial support from groups purposes, then ignore it when it and consumer interests is the
the rank and file. wing groups. Unions should give outside the labor movement who does not. Any belief or pr)gram AFL-CIO.

money and staff  people to these were not members of any union. that does not fit or come from The CED further argues that
Many Disguises groups to help them out. Unions In fact he got support from areas their political ideology comes un. organized labor is the largestshould stop fighting environmen- of questionable Steelworker resi- der attack. They will offer unions democratically controlled institu-The left wing attack takes as talists, drop their support for nu- dency like Beverly Hills or from cooperation and assistance on al. tion in the country with its ownmany forms as there are groups clear power and water projects, lawyers who had never been near most any conceivable issue in or- agenda set by the rank and fileavailable to mount it. In Califor- and advocate a different way of a mill in their life. Groups out- der to make contact, through democratic means.nia alone, there are 30 different life based on new priorities. side the labor movement, and In fact, their hypocrisy knows "Unions have been at the fore-

brands of communist or Marxist with their own agenda of what no bounds in their self-serving front of social legislation like, political groups who all desire to Attacking Leadership unions should do, will try to drive to gain strength, These social security, voting rights,
become involved in unions. Other elect their own candidates to im- groups have captured some envi- civil rights, mini=m wage and
groups, somewhat more moder- Left wing groups attack union portant union offices. By captur- ronmental groups and have broad- pension reform, and absolutleyate, simply feel that union mem- leadership as being bureaucrats, ing the union leadership, these ened the group'santi-nu clear no other group can take that typebers are in the Dark Ages and stupid, in the pay of management groups have the union organiza- power argument to include dis- of credit," stated John MeMahon.need some liberal upgrading. and worse. Anyone who does fol- tion working for them, and the arming all U.S. nuclear weapons The CED agenda, developedThe left wing plan for penetrat- low their outside agenda is at- rank and file suffers the conse- as a show of good faith to the with its labor members, em-ing unions is basically the same tacked. quences. other side. phasizes human rights, and the
for all groups. Their basic atti- They wilI actually target a union Left wing activity within the Not to be outdone, the U S. La- decentralization of the economy tofor take-over, recruit their mem- rank and file also follows a basic break up the business power

At its regul ar quarterly bers to get a job in the plant and plan. They condemn middle class bor Party, thought to be financed blocks.
membership meeting on Feb- then begin running their people values and lifestyles as being re- by East German communist The basic intent of the CED
ruary 14, the District 5 mem- into union meetings. Their favor- actionary. They like to stir people sources, is pushing rapid r.uclear application for Democratic caucus
bership unanimously elected ite tactics is to file grievances and meetings up over any con- power growth and is urging Build- status is that a firm coalitionagainst union officers and then venient issue. Chaos and dissatis- ing Trades unions to join with must be maintained with the polit-the following brothers to serve
on its Grievance Committee hand out flyers at the plant gate faction make union functions them in their campaign. Of ical party that advocated all the
for the ensuing year: Robert attacking the officers. break down and the job of the course, they would like the oppor- labor and social legislation overIf they have been unable to get union officers nearly impossible. tunity to address any local union the past 50 years, and the laborDaniels, Francis Rocha, Larry inside the union, they will recruit It is a divide and conquer stra- meeting and appreciate a mem- member who is active within theBraden. dissident union members to run tegy. One of their favorie targets bership list for their mailings. Democratic Party itself.

„„„„ „„i„„11„„„„„„„„„„iii ii ii iii 11„„„„„„ „„„„More on hope to get them involved in Cal- is that we will challenge incum- discard the losers, and not have Hayden has a more fundamen-ifornia." bents and old ideas. We are not an to pay his debts within the Demo- tal complaint about the Demo-CED and "A way can be found,to or- official part of the Democrats nor cratic Party. This way, Hayden is crats' and Labor's political agen-
g(mize workers independent are we a caucus." not constrained by Democratic da. "The Democrats have not had
of the AFL-CIO." Hayden reiterated that CED is Party principles , traditions or ex- a clear political purpose since theTom Hayden -Tom Hayden, "interested in issues, legislation pectations and literally can have New Deal on domestic issues and

SDS leader, 1966. and candidates." Yet he held a his cake and eat it too. since the Vietnam war on a single
CED meeting at the most recent "CED is not a vehicle for elect- issue." This amounts to a blanketunions . . actively distort "We are talking with the indus- Democratic Party convention in ing Democrats over Republicans condemnation of Labor's politicalthe better aspirations of their trial unions like Steel, Machinists, San Francisco. Political observers because of party label only," Hay- activity on behalf of workers since

members." Rubber and Auto workers, but the explain Hayden's presence in den said. "But because of histor- the Great Depression. It means
-Tom Hayden, relationship has been slow to de- Democratic Party affairs as his ical events and past performance, that OSHA, minimum wage, labor

SDS leader, 1966. elop," Hayden said. When asked stated intention to challenge CED believes the Democrats pro- law, social security reform and
about the recent Steelworker Democratic incumbents, Using vide the best opportunity for ac- workman's compensation, toBut the question of how and why President election and the oppo- this thesis, Hayden's strategy be- ceptance of the CED program." name a few, are minor points inlabor will benefit from a. CED co- sition candidate Sadlowski, Hay- comes clear: pick and choose How long will the Democrats tol- history that Hayden and CED willalition remains unanswered. La- den replied "we gave him moneY among Democratic candidates erate this political oppor:unist? easily eclipse. It also means, that ~bor has had a housing, health in- and took a lot of heat for it, We and policies, pick the winners and Only time will tell. the gospel according to St. Tomsurance, property tax agenda for intend to stay out of internal union reads that any program, otheryears with as much success as affairs unless it is an insurgent af- - than their's, is no good. -anyone in securing its passage. In- fair and then we would feel foolish

ternal labor situations like organ- if we didn't take sides." Hayden's persona/ primary campaign against Tunney "But there is, in fact, little
izing are not the concern of out- Turning to his personal and for the Senate resulted in Hayakawa's election. His activities evidence to justify the view
side groups. CED's organizational ties to the at the 1968 Democratic Convention also contributed f o Hu- that the sociaZ reforms of the

However, Hayden feels differ- Democratic Party and its pro- bert Humphrey's loss in the Presidentia/ campaign. Since past thirty years actually im- -
ently; "CED intends to organize gram, Hayden felt that "CED is in proved the quality of Amer-
service employees and workers the twilight zone of the Demo- third parties have never succeeded in California, the value ican Zife in a lasting way."
like secretaries. An organization cratic Party. CED is informally for Hayden of a close association with the Democrars be- "Reforms gained were illu-
called "9-5" has been active on the connected with the Democrats. comes apparent. sionary or token, serving
East Coast in organizing and we Our general view of the primaries (Continued on Page 20, Col. 3)
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$30 Million Rehabilitation Livermore Pipeline Nears Reality
Program Approved by Utah A $28 million wastewater of the total cost. Voters rejected a similar

pipeline project for the Liver- The waste transport project project on the November 1976
more area came two steps will service three Livermore ballot, but officials went aheadThe Utah State Transportation will be reviewed in the future." closer to reality this month as Valley communities with a 30- with the present version in or-Commission has approved a $30 Legislation providing the funds money from the state was re- mile long pipe which will der to meet federal and statemillion highway rehabilitation for resurfacing Utah's roads is ceived and the sale of bonds transport treated sewage to water quality standards.program. On the motion of Com- expected to raise about $15 mil- was approved to finance the San Francisco Bay. Opponents claim that sincemissioner Wayne Winters of lion per year. The Commission local portion of the project. The project has been the sub- the project requires $4.2 mil-American Fork, the Commission approved the two-year program

unanimously adopted the two- for resurfacing to make sure the The State Water Resources ject of considerable contro- lion in local funds, they should
year program. full $15 million would be used Control Board has given a versy in the area as no be allowed to vote on it.

The prograrn will be financed during the fiscal year ending check for $1.5 million to the growthers continue to oppose Officials of the Livermore-
with the state's share (116 cents) July 1, 1979. Projects for fiscal Livermore-Amador Valley Wa- it, despite the go ahead from Amador Valley Water Man-
of the two-cent per gallon gaso- year 78-79 will be advertised as ter Management Agency as an federal and state agencies.
line tax increase approved by the soon as they are designed, on a advance towards the state's The most recent opposition agement Agency say construe-

1978 Legislature. first-come, first served basis. 12.5 per cent share of con- came last month in the form of tion on the project is slated for

The Legislation was signed Projects with the design stage structing the project. a petition signed by over 6,000 March or April, unless oppo-

February 9 by Governor Scott completed after the first $15 mil- Several days later, Liver- residents of Livermore, Pleas- nents are successful in halting

M. Matheson, and provides funds lion are obligated will be sched- more Valley officials approved onton and Dublin calling for a construction.
for resurfacing, restoration and uled for the 1979/80 fiscal year. sale of $4.2 million in revenue public vote on the pipepline, The project has the approval

rehabilitation of old, worn-out The motor fuel tax, according bonds to help pay for the local which will connect with the of federal, state and regional
, highway surfaces. to William D. Hurley, UDOT Di- share of the project, which East Bay "Super Sewer" proj- water pollution control agen-

. also amounts to 12.5 per cent ect. cies.
Directors of UDOT's six dis- rector, "provides a continuous -

tricts have submitted lists of flow of money so the Departmentpriorities for the resurfacing may plan for a continuing pro- also approved funding for the fol- viously programmed $160,000 for from Redwood Road to I-15, I-80
program. The priorities were set gram." lowing projects: widening of the Sevier River from Castle Rock to Wasatch. and
according to a pavement service- Of the two-cent gasoline tax • $1,075,000 for final surfacing Bridge north of Marysvale, Piute Lehi.

I-15 from American Fork to North
ability index (PSI), developed by increase, lik cents go to the of I-80 from Lambs Canyon to
the American Association of State State for the resurfacing program Kimballs Jet. The amount is an County. • Unanimously endorsed the
Highway and Transportation Of- while the other one-half cent will addition to the $2,200,000 previous- • Preliminary engineering costs Salt Lake and Ogden Area Trans-
ficials (AASHTO). be passed on to local govern- ly programmed for that project. for interstate resurfacing totaling portation Plans following a pre-

"It's a broad-based program ments for their respective street $200,000 of the increase will come $200,000 were also approved by sentation by Nick Crandall of the
covering many segments of high- and road systems. from state constructions funds, the Commission. The funds will
way all over the state," said Collection of the additional mo- the remainder will be federal/ be used to design resurfacing Wasatch Front Regional Council.

Commission Chairman R. La- tor fuel tax will begin July 1st. state matching interstate funds. projects on I-80N from Rattle- The Plans outline transportation
Vaun Cox, "and the priorities In other action, the Commission • A -$250,000 addition to a pre- snake Pass to Blue Creek, I-80 needs for the next 20 years.

' Bill of Rights'

New Law Protects Debtors
Special to the Engineers News threats of violence or loss of job

are prohibited.
By Sidney Margolius • Debtors are given a positive

~ --~ 4 Most states in recent years have right. They can demand verifica-
enacted laws for varying effective- tion of the debt, the amount, how
ness regulating bill-collection it was incurred, and whether they
tactics. But a surprisingly strong were given credit for all pay-
federal law effective in March ments. The debtor then has 30

tions of recrimination and some- disagreernent.i 9
promises to finally end genera- days to disclose any dispute or

4 T 4 , k 4%FiC+Wfi» times even violence in the collec- • Debtors have the right to call7 ,i,_ -4-*h. tion of tardy debts. off the collectors altogether. Such=d.- LLE.=31'~8!5 '+L Labor and credit union files are notification must be made in writ-
!:-E~Al*171~~ studded with complaints of deceit; ing.

+ I · t2 34,14~ impersonation of law officers; That doesn't mean the debtor
1 LI 4.1 +1= -i' personal abuse; preten(led to be doesn't have to pay any legiti-

- ILI 1/3% .+ ~ i" I'-- *- - Not all these incidents were that the creditor must go ahead
*6 official or legal documents. mate debts he owes. It means

r__ perpetuated by seedy characters with a court suit or other legal
4 % who mutter curses over the phone remedies available to him.

~~7ki~£ I-~~ ~ -+ 1* k or park in front of your house with These are remarkable changes.
a red truck with a sign which But does this new bill of rights for
says BAD DEBTS. In fact, among del)tors actually provide an es-E-1-,-r*' 1 those who have been charged by cape route for dead beats?
authorities with harassing or un- Not really. For one reason,

tuL fair collection methods have been spokesmen for bill collectorslarge banks, medical societies, themselves have said that mostWHAT SOME PEOPLE large retailers, correspondence delinquent debtors are not deadschools and encyclopedia sellers. beats. Some may be naive aboutDON'T KNOW ABOUT POWER LINES The new federal law is more money matters or immature.
comprehensive than the various Other main causes of delinquen-There are two ways IS SHOCKING. cal conductors. And seeks to prevent harassment while problems and unexpected large

dangerous electri- state laws. In general, the law cies are job cutbacks, marital
construction work-
ers can find out about overhead how to handle emergencies, if , not interfering with ethical collec- medical or dental bills.
power lines. they do arise. _ tion methods. Sometimes debtors feel they

The easy way. And the hard All you have to do is call your The new law, which took three were entrapped or the goods or
years of persevering efforts by services failed to live up to theway. nearest PG&E office. We'll Illinois Congressman Frank An- promises or expectations. WithThe easy way is PG&E's pub- arrange for your group to see a nunzio to secure enactment, had littl e knowledge of more sophisti-lic safety information program 16mm color movie or slide film the support of the American Bill cated alternatives, they may feel

called "Why Bet Your Life:' and receive our free power safety Collectors Assoc. and the Asso- their only recourse is not to pay
ciated Credit Bureaus. the bill.This free program is designed pamphlets.

In case you or a friend ever get If your debt is not an unfair "to show construction contractors English and Spanish language involved with collectors, here are one, for which you might seek le-and their employees how to avoid versions of all materials are important aspects of the new law: gal assistance, the most impor-accidents and injuries when available. • Collectors won't be permitted tant policy to follow is to get inworking nearoverhead and under- Now that you know there's an to contact your neighbors, boss, touch with your creditors before
ground power lines. How to han- easy way to find out about power relatives or other "third parties," they get in touch with you. When

. die high-rising equipment, booms, lines, give PG&E a call. except in the case of "skip trac- one or two payment dates pass
cranes, machinery, and construe- Why wait to find out the hard· ing." This provision is one of the without a word from you, cred-
tion materials, so they don't become way ? most significant, points out As- itors start to worry, and if one

sistant New York Attorney Gen- moves in to take legal action

PUES"WHY BET YOUR LIFE" PROGRAM eral Stephen Mindell. against you, the others may move
• Bullying tactics such as in too, to protect their interests.
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FF- More from
Administrator , Redding
By ART PENNEBAKER

Teaching Techs Surveyors' JAC·. . tr (Continued from Page 6)

t. Sf The evaluation process reported to you sev- veyors developed. It was just the sort of situation that provides op- has affected the work in the dis-
The much needed rain and snow

eral months ago is in progress. The seven Sub portunity to those persons who are prepared for the situation trict and has forced most of the
Committees will be separating out those ap- When employ shortages prevail, then most Individual Employers contractors to shut down opera-

prentices who are progressing well from those who are showing prefer to advance regular employees to Chief of Party when possible. tions for the Winter. As soon as
minimum progress. However, the in-house advancement does not always take place. On Spring weather is here, contrac-

A major question will be presented when an apprentice has worked occasion, the regular, ongoing chairman stays in that position be- tors will be back to work finish-
and been paid for sufficient on the job training hours to be advanced cause he has done little or nothing toward preparing for advance- ing up on the several projects that
to the next period of training but is deficient in Related Training Pro- ment to the higher paying Chief of Party position. were started last year. Some of
gress and/or does not possess a First Aid Certificate and/or the rec- By all that we have heard, the construction season coming up these include Eastco, J. F. Shea,
ord shows poor attendance at the Related Training Classes. appears to be as good as, if not better than, the last. Opportunities Henderson, O'Hair and Peter Kie-

The Joint Apprenticeship Committee's attitude appears to follow the for advancement would certainly occur for those who are the best Wit.
reasoning that because during half of December, all of January and prepared. If you have been sitting home -
most of February is a time of relatively low employment and vir- The Apprenticeship Program is probably not the complete answer this Winter drawing your unem-
tually no overtime; then the time available outside the classroom for to guaranteed advancement, permanent employment or the better life, ployment benefits and have been
extra study and extra effort toward Related Training Material, First whatever that is, However, the Training Program is handy, is provided registered on the "Out of Work"
Aid Certificate, etc., is adequate for every apprentice to catch up and with regularly revised curricula material, is staffed with highly quali- list be sure to check your re-
to even exceed the minimal requirements of the Apprenticeship Pro- fied and experienced instructors, and costs nothing but the price of registration date so you won't go
gram. the books. 085.

Fortunately, only a few persons will be affected by the Joint Ap- The Training Program is a good one and it is available to those
prenticeship Committees' insistence that reasonable progress be made. in the work pool who want to participate in their own future. As a

- Most apprentices are well ahead, will stay ahead, and are showing matter of fact, it is the best job oriented educational value to be found At its regular quarterly
great interest in completing the program ahead of schedule. anywhere. membership meeting on Feb.

The Joint Apprenticeship Committee has always looked with During the coming year, opportunities will exist. Advancement of 7, the District 3 members
pride and understanding at the hard work those individuals who regular employees will be made or others will be hired whi have elected the following to serve
have extended themselves and have requested acceleration. Many ap- become qualified ! on its Grievance Committee
prentices have been graduated early to higher paying positions. During the year 1977, over 130 Tech Engineers particiapted in the for the ensuing year: Brothers

When a Chief of Party works on any Public Works job, heavy, Apprenticeship Training Program. During the year 1978, the Employer Larry Chapman, Lee DuBois
highway and engineering job, or on any job within the 13 Counties, will need additional competent Chiefs of Parties! GET READY-GET and Lee Roy Howard.
then the cost to the Individual Employer is $12.01 in Wages and $5.07 WITH THE PROGRAM !
in Fringe Benefits or $17.08 per hour.

Working only half the available hours will cost $17,763.20 a year
and working the entire 2040 hours increases the cost to $35 , 526 .40 . For Humboldt Bay

It takes little imagination to understand why the Individual Em-
ployer is becoming more selective and more demanding of the Chief
of Party he employs. New Dredging Project Underway

The respectable earnings seems to indicate some responsibility on
the employees' part to produce at a reasonable level.

After two years of depressed construction activity, this last sea- District Representative Gene the S&W Contracting Company projects throughout the district

son developed into a rather good working year . During the peak of Lake reports that the work pic- of Paso Robles , California . The is temporarily suspended due to

the work load, shortages of competant Field and Construction Sur- ture is up considerably from what firm signed a Local 3 agreement, "normal" winter.
it was a year ago in the Eureka their first union agreement ever. W. Jaxon Baker from Redding
area. This is primarily due to the "Our mem bers dispatched to is the low bidder on the Hiway
Humboldt Bay dredging project this firm remarked they were 101 improvement project between

h which is now getting underway. well tre a ted by this new em- Scotia and Stafford. No activity
The C. F. Bean Corp, from, New ployer," Lake commented. "We as of yet. Their bid was the low-- 1 Talking _~h_ MIKE WOMACK Orleans, Louisiana is the contrac- want to compliment Gil Ander- est of four at $3,260,000,

Paul Schissler tor for fhe $314 million dollar son, dredge business agent, for Work in the shops is holding up
project. his help in servicing the above well-no layoffs to speak of toTo Techs Gene Machado The dredge "John H. Shary" is projects." date.
a 27-inch suction dredge and the The underground work is con- In addition to the W. Jaxon
largest ever brought into Hum- tinuing on a weather pe. mitting Baker job the outlook for high-

Contract negotiations are currently underway with the Council of boldt Bay. At the present time basis. The MeKinleyville projects way work shows impr ov emen t
Engineers and Laboratory Employers, Inc. This contract will directly spoils will be pumped through a are f ini sh ed except for minor over last year as nearly $6 mil-
affect approximately 400 members, so . rest assured we'll be in pipeline directly into the Pacific clean-up, testing etc. lion has been approved for four
there hammering away. Ocean. Later this spring spoils In Eureka A. V. DeBrito is un- North Coast road projects by the

We have also concluded the pre-negotiation meet- '· .:c~ will be pumped into a pond which derway on a $850,000 storm drain California Highway Commission.
ing with Nuclear Energy Services, in Richmond, /~Il~ was constructed on the Samoa project. John Petersen likewise Late Iast week, the commission
and expect negotiations to begin about the first ~ ,~ peninsula last summer. on Summer Street to the tune of approved $5,9 m illion for the
part of March. By the time we catch our second 12 4,- 1' The pipeline was constructed by $276,000. Work on several similar four Humboldt and Del Norte
wind we will be into negotiations with Pittsburg 1 county projects, most of it for a. Problem of the MonthTesting Laboratory. ..5- 41 four-lane bridge and 1.3 mile-long

Last year was a good work season for the Tech i * «&*. ' highway section north of Mendo-
Engineers, especially in the survey industry. We u·*2* " From the data shown below, compute cino County line on Highway 101
took in quite a few new members. Historically, Al~ "~ the distance 'E" to "C". at Smith Point. A total of $5.56Fir. L' i _when work is aplenty, this gives the Chainman an #**, , ,~*~ . million was allocated for the
opportunity to move into a Chief's job. However, hidlild" A project.
the Chainman with the best working knowledge of ~ About $250,000 was added to a
a Chief's job will be the most likely to be offered Mike Womack previously approved project to re-
the position. ~14'b surface 6.2 miles of Highway 299

Local No. 3 has provided the vehicle to gain the necessary knowl- in Humboldt County east and west
edge, and when you look at the value, the price is right, and the <6- of the Redwood Creek bridge.
gain is yours. The opportunities are there for those of you who are These extra funds will bring the
ready. project total to $640,000. The in-

- On an important, but often abused subject, safety, OSHA re- itial project was to reconstruct
quired your employer to have an Affirmative Action Program in /
safety. Your Tech Department, working with the Surveyors' Joint O 3., shoulders and connect two exist-

Apprenticeship Committee, researched the Federal, State and Local 90 * ing passing lanes.

Agencies for a Safety Program designed for Surveyors' safety, and E "We want to congratula te
. 8 Brothers Joe Biasca, Jay Pow-found very little or nothing that would do the job.

After several meetings with the members of the N.C.S.J.A.C., a Goo 9' ers and Darrell Robinson on their

program was designed to meet the needs without a lot of frills and /4 4 re-election to the Grievance Com-

nonsense. Our first project was "Roadway Safety" in the form of mittee," Lake said.

slides and taped dialogue, We made it as short and to the point as
possible. It is now finished and ready for viewing. The Tech. De- 1 Crab Feed
partment will be showing this film at special called meetings, and The 17th Annual Crab-Feed
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at employer firms. will be held March 11, 1978 at
This is the beginning of a Safety Program that we hope will the V.F.W. Hall in Eureka. lst

be adopted for Surveyors all across the nation. Work has begun on
other safety subjects such as "Care and Use of Equipment." dinner served at 6:00 p.m., 2nd

serving at 8:00 p.m. For motel -
From time to time, you will be required to work on busy road- I reservations please contact the

ways and intersections. It is important to have a few simple guide Eureka office, 2806 Broadway,
lines to insure the safety of yourself and those working with you. 90° Eureka, Calif. 95501 (707) 433-L If you have not seen the film, call your Business Rep. We g

C- 40.00' D 8 7328would be happy to set up a showing for you and those you work with. (rodius pt. )
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4 ~I& f 4 ~
'Chippin Jimmy'

, ' 18 -Carves Away

BROTHER JAMES HANAKA-
HI is pictured to the right pre-
paring a 12-ft. Maori Tiki,
similar to those found on '' 4«41 ....0,4. k ....

Easter Island. It takes "Chip- .
pin  Jimmy" about three , 6™0|1&40' 9 ' -46months to complete such a ,«6' 'M#"".-di'* '.
project. When not running a ~ 4tower crane, Jimmy can be
found at his open air shop in
the International Market ;
Place in the heart of Waikiki.
Besides hardwoods, "Chippin 4
Jimmy" also works with fern
roots.

Fresno Report

Commission Approves Power Plant Footnotes
cla~~  ~epa~eo~efor Erl~teie~es Newsbjy year project, Kime said. The project wiZZ offset rising ~ ' '
Claude Odom, Bob Marriott, Jerry The entire Big Creek com- fuel costs, company officials From the
Bennett and Harold Smith.) -* 4*'A $17 million addition to pler, parts of which were first said.
Southern California Edison's constructed in 1923, currentZy "We ezpect to conserve up A

generates 670 megawatts, or up to 75,000 barrels of costly sul- Paci!icBig Creek hydroelectric project to four bittion kilowatt hours of fur annualiy," a spok esmanin eastern Fresno County has electricity in a year of normal said. By HAROLD LEWIS ~ ~~ *~..'

been approved by the Federal runoff. That's enough electri- · Kime explained that no addi- Financial Sec-etaryPower Commission.
The new unit will-be capable city to suppZy a city of more tional transmission lines wiZEthan 500,000.of generating enough power be required and all improve-

joT a community of about "The new· new unit wiZZ add ments will be on lands present- Joln- Labor-OSHA Seminar
25,000 people. The Federal Labor-Management Liaison Division, education and

35 megawatts Of generation to Zy within the current project.
Edison Division Manager the piant's existing 138 mega- The major portion of the training has invited Local Union No. 3 as a participant in a three-dayJack Kime of Visatia scid the Zoott capacity," Kime S(lid. power generated at Big Creek educational conference in conjunction with Labor Occupational Healthexpansion will add 35 mega- In addition to the fifth gen- goes to the Los Angetes area. Program (LOHP), University of California, Berkeley and certificationwatts of generation to the proj- erating unit at Big Creek No. 3, in the fundamentals cf health and safety by the Department of Labor,ect, once dubbed "the hardest the improvement project in- Merced County Supervisors OSHA. The Program was held in November at the Hilton Hawaiianworking water in the world." cZudes' a fifth penstock, and a opened bids in January on the Village, thirty-five Union Representatives were in attendance at theThe addition is part of the utiZ- ' shtice gate, to be instaUed par- first phase of County Center coordinated seminar. One of the primary objectives of the LOHP anditt/ company's FPC License re- allel to the four existing pen- No. 3, located near the Merced Center of Labor Research in continued education, is the translation ofnewal stocks. Municipal Airport. technical informati,n into a form usable by unions concerned aboutConst,·uction is set to begin "The new unit witt also im- Governor Brown has signed work-site health and safety hazards. Part of the Center for Laborin the fazz of 1978 with a sched- prove Edison's ability to release into a law a bill that is de-

uled compietion date of March, increased amounts of water signed to speed up construction Training Programs and Education, at the University of California,
1980. Employment will average without Zoss of kilowatt hours Of a $6.3 miliion realignment Berkeley, to assist the Hawaiian Islands, receives financial support
100 workers during the two- generated," Kime expZained. (Continued on Page 17, Col. 1 from the contract funds made available from Federal OSHA.

Labor-Center Selects Director

~ 1950 Administration, has been selected to the newly created Unwersity

4. Hawaii's State labor director under the late Governor during the

of Hawaii post in Labor and Educational Research. Robert Hasegawa
, is to become director of the Center and Community Services at the

Manoa campus. The center's objective is to start to do for labor
..- o organizations providing assistance to workers and employee repre-

industrial relations center. The labor education and training center
sentatives, what the University does for business, with the university

has offered non-cred-t courses for interested labor representativesip and members affiliated with the Construction Trades and State Fed-
eration, Hawaii.

General Insurance Coverage
Member information related to his/her illness-injury under the

Group Disability Income Protection, where the plan is to protect the
member and his/hEr family from financial hardships associated with
any type of disability, provides 24-hour accident/sickness coverage.

' Local 3 in Hawaii sponsors this unique Group Disability Program.

./Wi~~~->-./.itit plain the coverage or details on premium rates in providing a service
trator can be conacted at the listed business phone 531-8108 to ex-
The underwriter, Vic-or Keahiolalo Inc., Group Insurance Adminis-

, ' , to our members. ( Added income is your most important asset and
-.% -: -.-___- ' to protect this ass: makes good sense , whereas disability can strike

, *,41 " ?~i~ ~ anyone at anytime,>

Automobile insurance under no-fault law, provides $15,000 for

.

No-Faul+ Law and Auto-Insurance
i i. P 08..UMILI- medical payment, income protection and other expenses, which is

payable by your insxance carrier. The rationale behind no-fault isBrother engineer Pat Haleamau works on the demolition to eliminate expens: vE law suits on a majority of accidents and reduceDemolition and haul away of the remains of an old building the bodily injury pcrton by your covered premium. The law does not
across from the Hilo Local 3 office that was recently deal with property damage, only bodily injury. The only time you

Job on offices of the State Department of Social Services food ~ ' to you, such as when you damage a car or property, and you are atgulted. Some of the tenants of the building worked in , jeopardize your ratng is when there is property damage chargeable

surance company even when you have received medical treatement ofstamp division, and other state offices. Several fault. It is to your advantage to file and report a claim to your in-

Gutted Office commercia 1 enterp rises were complete ly destroyed by the any related injuries . Filing to your own insurance for medical ex-fire. Isomoto Contracting Company was the low penses, covered under no-fault or limit is exceeded, added Disability
bidder on the demolition proiect. Income Protection is an important asset, and will not jeopardize your

- insurance rating or increase your premiums.
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New Construction vs. Rehab Work*.M
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Worn Out Roads Aggravate Utah's Budget
There are many cliches that Coupled with the decrease in for any work classified' as "re- on these critical sections of high- ditional upon receiving additional

describe the situation - on the available funds is a continuing pair". That means the additional way. But we can't afford to funds."
horns of a dilemma--caught be- inflation of construction costs. surfacing would have to be paid gamble to let the existing free- Is there a prospect for addi-
tween a rock and a hard place- Costs have risen by 140 per cent for entirely with state funds. way get so bad we would lose fed- tional funds? Utah uses every
nowhere to jump but up-but they since 1973, meaning Utah can On the other side of the coin, eral participation. Our materials single penny of its federal appor-
don't come close to describing the build fewer miles of road with many sections of non-completed people say the time to surface tionment, but many other states
complexity of the situation. the available money. Utah gener- interstate have experienced rap- them is now. do not. Congress is considering

Utah has Inany sections of in- ally places the final surface (or idly increasing traffic volumes "We've been told those other allowing states who have used all
terstate that require final sur- final "lift" of asphalt) after the and accident rates. OId US-91 projects (I-15 from south of Ne- of their money to also use some
facing to keep them from de- interstate has been open to traffic south of Nephi is a prime exam- phi to Mills Junction) cannot be of the unobligated money forteriorating beyond the point of for about five years. This is one pie. In the interests of both con-
efficient use. Utah also has nu- way to "stretch" the federal-aid venience and safety, these sec- ready to advertist for at 1€ast a other states. Until that potential
merous sections of non-completed dollar and use federal money to tions need to be completed quick- year. If it were a case of a criti- approval comes, the dilemma is
interstate that need to be finished correct minor problems (such as ly. cal project ready to go now ver- still very much there.
quickly for safety and other rea- settling) that otherwise would sus a final surface project, I
sons. There isn't enough money have to be paid for entirely with would probably decide in favor of
to do both. · state maintenance money. 'Death Traps' the new interstate project."

But, in order to use the limited Commissioner Taylor feels that Get Yours!Commissioner Samuel J. Taylor with a concerted effort the stafffederal funds to get new inter- said "Our existing sections of in- could have this project ready in Members and their families
Opinion Divided state construction started, UDOT terstate are not deteriorating so a much shorter period of time. planning a trip to Disneyland --iThe Utah Transportation Com- has delayed final surfacing on rapidly as to cause a safety haz- or Disney World may want tomission is wrestling with the many sections of freeway, ard. On the other hand, we have

problem and there is a division many "death trap" sections of Conflicts Exist join the Magic Kingdom Club
first. A free membership cardof opinion on which way to go. Extensive Damage placed.

old highway that need to be re- At the last Commission meeting in the Club will take the edge
Money is the first issue. Utah a motion was made to defer all off the costs of such a trip, by
had anticipated receiving approx- Some of these sections are now "Even though we might lose final surfacing for one year and getting good discounts on tick-
imately $42 million a year in fed- deteriorating almost to the point some federal participation and use the available money lo get ets, and motel and auto rentalof failure. The Inore damaged it will cost us extra for mainte- an earlier start on the Nephi sec- savings. Write to Ken Erwin,eral-aid interstate funds. (Inter- the road is, the greater the thick- nance, it is worth it to defer fi- tion of I-15. The motion failed to Operating Engineers Localstate in Utah is built with 95 per ness of asphalt needed to bring it nal surfacing projects for one pass on a two to two vote. Union No. 3,474 Valenciacent federal money matched with back to an acceptable standard. year in order to get an early The Commission did approve an Street, San Francisco, Ca.five per cent state money.) But · Each year's wait to place the start on these critical unfinished interstate final surface program 94103, or call him at 415/431-UDOT was recently advised that fina 1 surface adds at least an ad- sections." which will begin in fiscal 1978. 1568 to obtain a membership ,Utah's apportionment of federal ditional half inch of asphalt to Commission Vice Chairman But they also moved the South card in Local 3's chapter of themoney had been decreased, cut- the final surface thickness. Wayne S. Winters said, "It's a Nephi to Mills Junction project, Club, or for more information.ting about $2 million a year from The FHWA has said that inter- heck of a dilemma to be in. I originally programmed for workthe anticipated revenue. state money will not be available recognize the need to get started to begin in 1981, up to 1978 "con-

Melton, Phillip (Maria, Wife) 1/1/78More Fresno DEPARTED BROTHEKS Moore, Marvin (Dorothy, Wife) 12/24/77
2600 Center Valley Rd., Willits, CA

(Continued from Page 16) 6665 Long Beach, No. 12, Long Beach, CA
of Highway 99 in Delhi. The Moulden, Donald (Velma, Wife) 12/28/77
realignment wiN elminate the 2 Northwood Drive, Woodland, CA
stoptight on the Highway in Amoncio, Maximino (Petra, Wife) 1/4/78 Omsberg, Kenneth (Betty, Wife) 1/19/78
Merced County. Without the 3523 Wela Street, Honolulu, Hawaii P.O. Box 327, Willow Creek, CA
bill, construction coutd not Atwood, Jack (Barbara, Wife) 1/7/78 Panschar, Heinz (Gertrude, Wife) 1/10/78
have been advertised untiZ Juty 8200 Jantzen Rd. 26, Modesto, CA 6656 Montcalm Avenue, Newark, CA
of 1978. CaZTran plans to ad- Batacan, Francisco (Consolacion, Wife) 1/2/78 Pearson, Harold (Nora, Wife) 12/8/77
vertise for bids in February 99 256 Lalani Street, Aiea, Hawaii 8712 N Magnolia, No. 143, Santee, CA
with construction expected to Beckstead, Kenneth ( Beth, Wife) 1/4/78 Plake, Ralph (Jean, Wife) 1/3/78
start in early summer. The lit 1366 East·Locust, Sandy, Utah 2896 Taper Avenue, Santa Clara, CA
mile long realignment of the Berry, GayIen (Cindy, Daughter) 12/18/77 Pulsipher, Merritt (Dugan, Son) 12/21/77
highway through Delhi will run 305 So. 400 E., Cedar City, Utah 240 W 6th Avenue, Sun Valley, Nevada
viTtuaUy parattei to the current Brooks, Joseph (Lucille, Wife) 12/23/77 Russell, Lloyd (Wynona, Wife) 1/19/78
highway. The realignment will 608 Donner Street, Las Vegas, Nevada 2668 Totten Street, Castro Valley, CA
include an interchange at Campbell, Bernard (Pat Campbell, Brother) 1/3/78 Seal, Hallam (Carrie, Wife) 12/19/77
Shanks Road and an overpass 725 Ashbury Street, San Francisco, CA P.O. Box 15045, Sacramento, CA
at El Capitan Avenue where Carbrey, Glenn (Inez, Wife) 1/3/78 Tanner, Rolla ( Daisy, Wife) 12/20/77
the stoplight is located. 809 Carlita Circle, Rohnert Park, CA 4657 So. 2nd. W, Murray, Utah

Clem, Alton (Krista & Daneen, Children) 12/26/77 Van Osdel, Walter (Vera, Wife) 1/20/78
The Kettteman City Sanitary P.O. Box 926, Nevada City, CA P.O. Box 34, Oak Run, CA

District received severaZ bids Doherty, Byron (Augusta, Wife) 12/24/77 Voris, Billie (Mildred, W.fe) 12/18/77
for a new sewer treatment 60 131 Wilson Way, Milpitas, CA Rt. 2, Box 369, Chico, CA
plant and a new coMector sys- Escover, Ed (Annetta, Wife) 12/21/77 Walker, Albert (Myrtle, Wife) 1/23/78
tem. The apparent low bidders 237 Michigan Street, Gooding, Idaho 241 Sandburg Drive, Sacramento, CA
on the two projects are Gentz Games, William (Pauline, Friend) 10/ /77 Walker, John (Dorothy, Wife) 1/13/78
Construction Company of Fres- 450 Burns Street, Reno, Nevada 9503rd. Avenue, Redwood City, CA
no for the treatment piant at Garland, Charles (Cerena, Wife) 1/20/78 West, William (Jean, WEe) 12/21/77
$1,447,288.00 and McGuire & 733 Ridge Road, Redding, CA 4419 Gertrude Drive, Fremont, CA
Hester at $818,510.00 for the Gregory, Benjamin (Joseph, Son) 1/11/78 Whitney, Glen (Fawn, Wife) 1/6/78
coaection system. 3657 Virgin Island, Pleasanton, CA 267 S 400 W, Provo, Utah

The bids Wilt be submitted to Harrison, John (Lavar, Wife) 1/3/78 Wilkinson, Edward (Ada, Wife) 1/8/78
the State Water Board for ap- P . O . Box 128, Fallon, Nevada 3528 Saint George Dr., Sacramento , CA
provat, which is ezpected with- Hayes, Charles (Garnet, Wife) 12/25/77 Wyland, Merrill (Lois) 12/25/77
in 30 days. After that, the Lo- P.O. Box 923, Angels Camp, CA Box 357, Orleans, CA
cal Board may award the con- Higday, Marvin (Katherine, Wife) 12/10/77 100 Deceased Members November 1977 thru January 1978
tracts. P.O. Box 85, Dayton, Nevada 1 Industrial Accident N,vember 1977 thru January 1978

Granite Construction Com- Hogg, Cal ( Helen, Wife) 1/10/78 DECEASED DEPENDENTS
pany is the apparent low bid- 945 S Fremont, San Mateo, CA JANUARY 1978
der on 65 mites of 10' through Huffer, George (Naomi, Wife) 12/7/77 Berry, Kathryn-Deceased December 18, 1977
48' pipeZine for the WestZands 1700 Locke Road, Modesto, CA Wife of Don Berry-SS No. 546-64-7835
Water District near Huron. The Jenkinson, Raymond (Shirley Summers, Daughter) 12/30/77 De Jong, Betty-Deceased December 5, 1977
contract caUs for 467,000 cubic 1323 97th Avenue, Oakland, CA Wife of John De Jong-SS No. 504-32-9716
yards trench excavation and Johnson, Morris (Millicent, Wife) 12/26/77 Fisk, Virginia-Deceased December 9, 1977
400,000 cubic yards of backfin. 125 Cambon Dr., No. 5M, San Francisco, CA Wife of W. L. Fisk-SS No. 565-01-1478
The prolect is to be compteted Lawrence, Frank (Bernice Rowlette, Daughter) 12/7/77 Foursha, Tammy-Deceased January 9, 1978
in 630 days at a cost of $9,311,- 1021 La Salle Drive, Sacramento, CA Daughter of Gerald Foursha-SS No. 554-56-0062
920.00. London , Douglas (Patty, Wife) 12/21/77 Mann, Florence-Deceased January 8, 1978

Granite Construction Com- 11690 Loma Rica Road, Marysville, CA Wife of Donald Mann-SS No. 553-28-5870
pan?/ is also low on a conector Mahoney, FIoyd (Alice, Wife) 1/8/78 Nolan, Helen-Deceased December 21, 1977
system for Kings Countv near 1150 W Prince, No. 96, Tucson, Arizona Wife of John Nolan-SS No. 713-03-2208
Hanford. The contract caUs foT McDaniel, Kenneth (Eloise, Wife) 12/25/77 Peer, Violet-Deceased January 9, 1978
compZetion in 100 working days Box 65, Crescent Valley, Nevada Wife of Harry Peer-SS No. 567-18-3732
at a cost Of $980.000.00.
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Carr Fork Major Realignment Project Begun
Mine Shaft On Highway 6 Near Price, Utah
Bottom's Out Business Rep . Don Strate re- street . W . W . Clyde has been con- up and there are only about six said . "There may be cutbacks on

ports that W. W. Clyde & Com- tracted to drain, grade, and con- operators left on clean up. some of the dirt work because of
Peter Kiewit Sons Company pany has started construction on struct four structures at a cost J. B. Parson Construction is cold weather but so far it hasn't

has "bottomed out" on their 4.6 miles of a project to realign of $5,475,834 on the first leg of working on the I-15 job south of happened."
shaft for Anaconda's Carr Fork U.S.-6, creating a bypass around the four-lane divided highway. Beaver. They have had a problem 115 operators are working on
Project, reports Business Rep. Price. This new bypass is badly The project begins west of Price getting water for the project and this project. The Huntington Pow-
Wayne Lassiter. This has been a needed as the present U.S.-6 is at Blue Cut and runs 4.6 miles to have had to get a well drilled for er Plant is about complete with
tough job. The shaft is 3800 feet narrow and congested. The road just west of Price. The Utah De- this purpose. All concerned are only about twenty people left on
deep and approximately 65 feet is also one of Utah's major east- partment of Transportation hopes hopeful the winter weather won't

the job.in diameter. This shaft is for pro- west routes and must carry all to have this new section of high- shut down the job.
duction of copper and the Com- the commercial and tourist traf- way paved by fall of 1979 and Work on the Emery Power Business Rep. Bill Markus re-
pany representative indicates the fic as well as local traffic from open to trafic that year. The Plant is still going strong but ports that, because of a shortage
deposits are "rich". the businesses and residences on contractor 'is currently working they have cut the operators back of parts, Abbott G. M. Diesel is

the roadside. one shift but expects to kickoff to six eight-hour days. "Most of experiencing a slow period. TheThis is the first of three shafts When the bypass is completed, two shifts by spring. - them are thankful for this as they
to be sunk. Construction is under traffic will no longer be forced W. W. Clyde's job at Fremont have been working a great deal Transmission Department is
way on the fresh air shaft and to travel down Price's main Junction on I-70 is about wrapped of overtime this year," Strate flooded with work to be done but
the work is being done by Ana- „„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„H„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„11„„„H„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„HI because of the lack of parts the
conda. Leon Jelsma is the Job work can't be done. The Company
Steward and he has done an ex- is now in the process of revamp-cellent job , Lassiter commented . Kaibab Operations Cut Down ing the Parts Department and the

Arthur G. McKee Company is parts ordering system in an at-
on the last leg of the new smelter tempt to keep the work flowingfor Kennecott Copper at Magna,
Utah. Company representative Vance Abbott reports that Kai- force effective November 5, 1977 development starting in that smoothly.
indicates the new smelter should bab Industries at Panguitch has as the Comstock Mine will be area. The projection is this will
be on line by January 1, 1978. cut both the sawmill and planer closed temporarily. continue.
This has been an excellent job to one shift for the duration of A very good contract settle- "Our safety record this season
for a number of Brothers. Ap- the winter . The woods crews are ment at Utah International was has not been as good as we had San Francisco
proximately twenty-five are still still working and should remain reached in August and up until hoped," Abbott added, There

so until snow in the high country this time they have a good pro- have been too many accidents in-employed. stops operations . Kaibab Indus- duction year with higher than cluding one fatality which could District Gets
, Jack B, Parson Construction tries has been a good employer usual employment. We hope that probably have been prevented if

has the paving on the new smelt- and the Union contract provides this slowdown will be of short the victim had followed instruc- More Workbetter than average conditions duration. tions and recognized safety prac-
er at Kennecott and are 95 per for the lumbering industry in the Dynalectron Corporation at tices. If he had taken time to
cent complete. This phase of the area. As usual, there will be a Greenriver is still a mothball sit- fasten a safety belt to do a few
job alone amounted to $1 million. number of job openings with Kai- · uation. However, there are indi- second's'job. Most employers co- District Representative Hugh

bab in the spring. Any one inter- cations this operation may be re- operate in developing good safe. Bodom reports that in San Fran-
Peter Kiewit Sons' job at I-80 ested should apply at their office vived in the near future if pro- ty programs but lack enforce- cisco, Frank Williams, recently

and Redwood, the first phase of in Panguitch, posed programs now being nego- rrient in sorne cases. It becomes with Tri-County Roadbuilders,
the Interstate from Salt Lake to As a result of the depressed tiated are approved. If so it will more evident that employees now employed by Bay Cities Ex-
Lakepoint, is nearing completion. steel market, Utah International be very welcome as this area is must get involved and demand cavators, held a pre-job confer-

, According ·to the Department of at Cedar City was notified by seriously depressed. that safety be required of all re- ence for street car track renewal
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company Conditions are much brighter gardless of individual attitudes on Judah Street. Also recently

Transportation the next phase of of Pueblo, Colorado, they would in the uranium section of south- or position. awarded to Homer J. Olsen for
this section should be bid about not receive any iron ore ship- eastern Utah, said Abbott. Rio No matter how short the job track renewal, were two jobs, one
the first of the year. It should be ments for a period of time, re- Algom Corporation at LaSal has or pressing the time, there is on Church St. and also on Judah
a sizable contract. sulting in a sizable reduction in remained stable with much new always time to tie off and live. St.

The total on these three jobs is
about four and a quarter million

Floyd Owen Briggs 372986 8/42 3 h dollars, and will keep about
twelve Brothers busy for over35*ARS Fred Harding 394301 11/42 3 cently awarded 3-D status by Ex-

Elmer M. Contratto 334798 12/41 3
Glenn J. Cook 385955 10/42 3 one year. The members with

Harold Darewit 361191 6/42 3A Morgan Equipment Co., were re-

Chester Mayhew 287982 7/40 3A ecutive Board Action and are
looking forward to moving intoAt its meeting on February 12, the Executive Board granted Joseph Prescott 284757 4/40 3 new and larger facilities now be-Honorary Memberships to the following Retirees with 35 years Ed Silveira 316725 8/41 3

or more of membership in Local 3: ing constructed at Third and
On Dec. 18, the Executive Board approved Honorary Mem- Evans Sts., by the Perini Corpora-

Names Reg. No. Initiated by Local berships for the members listed below who have had 35 or more tion.
R. A. Barnes 381936 9/42 3A years in Local 3: Peter Kiewit & Sons are pro-

' ~ Thomas L. Blair 317658 8/41 3 Name Reg. No. Initiated by Local No. ceeding very smoothly on the
Dale F. Bryant 244105 3/37 523 3A Islais Creek South Side OutfallJames T. Cavalieri 399499 12/42(9/38 transferred to 65) Wesley T. Fleming 276117 7/39 3 consolidation (7 million). This job
Fred M. Burns, Jr. 382351 9/42 3B 351513 4/42 3B is scheduled to last until AugustBruce Gibson
Raymond C. Farrell 821365 8/38 59 287277 6/40 374 1979 with peak employment be-Thomas E. Helean
F. D. Halladay 373091 8/42 3 (transferred into 3 in 4/42) ginning in May 1978. Another pre-
Harold Hindman 284965 5/40 3 Rudolf H. Hupe 386778 10/42 3A job held recently was with Mc-
Lee Howell 395070 11/42 3A Floyd E. Johns 265238 8/38 372A Guire and Hester for one half
Melvin Lambert 290335 9/40 3 (transferred into 3A in 1/41) million, for street improvement
Hugh S. Matlock 344650 2/42 819 Clinton Jones 290275 9/40 3A on Burke St ., in the India Basin

(10/42 transferred to 3A) Harvey E. Knauer 373031 8/42 3 area.
Eugene Muir 311454 7/41 12 310690 7/41 3Walter Kolb(2/43 transferred to 3) G. B. Laws 268890 11/38 523 GRIEVANCEGeorge A. Murphy 354396 5/42 3 (transferred into 210 in 1/39)
Marvin Louis Neal 408105 2/43 3 Joseph Lucio 399711 12/42 BA COMMITTEE
Clifford Lyle Niblock 408106 2/43 3 Murt B. Lynch 360660 6/42 3 At its meeting on JanuaryAlvin H. Obert 381755 9/42 3 John V. Mangan 399381 12/42 3 26, 1978, the HILO/District 17
Eric H. Salonius 265460 9/38 45 3Donald R. Meifert 399723 12/42 members reelected the follow-W. A. Seemann 251068 8/37 370 4/41 3AWilliam L. Miller, Sr. 302211 ing to serve on its Grievance(2/41 transferred to 3) S. T. Moody 360681 6/42 3 Committe e for the ensuingArnold A. Vanderhoof 373133 8/42 3 3Wilbert H, Moungovan 329162 11/41 year: Brothers David Cama-Robin A. Wise 408155 2/43 3 12/41 3John Phillips 334558 cho, Ichiro Matsui and Clif-Carl C. Pirtle 360698 6/42 3 Dominic J. Pitto 386312 10/42 3 ford Britto.Oliver Philip Jacobs 381585 9/42 3 J. P. Reichard 321328 9/41 3A At its meeting on JanuaryJoseph Risch 395381 11/42 3AAt its meeting on January 7th the Executive Board granted

William Robertson 369251 7/42 3 25, 1978, the HONOLULU/Dis-
Honorary Memberships to the following Retirees who have 35 trict 17 members elected theLester Schrag 249926 7/37 370Aor more years of membership in Local 3: following to serve on its Griev-(transferred to 3A in 10/40)
Name Reg. No. Initiated by Local Aaron S. Smith 373113 8/42 3 ance Committee for the ensu-
Vance R. Affleck 402395 1/43 3 Henry Staas 351468 4/42 3A ing year: Brothers William

Harold Beaman 402653 1/43 3A James T. Walker 275142 7/39 3 Kapiko, John Hoopii and Rich-
I ard Lacar.

.
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I 5waP wjhop: Free Want Ads for Engineers
FOR SALE: LARGE DOG HOUSE-$25. FOR SALE: UNFINISHED 2 bdm cabin Cosseboom, 430 Webken St., Pacifica, St.. E. Palo Alto. Ca. 94903. Reg. No. FOR SALE: 197~1 BARRINGTON MobileFour Truck Tires, Rims, 6 lug, $50; Salt Creek Arm of Lake Shasta-Lake Ca. 94004. Reg. No 1733035. 2-78 1578822. 2-78 Home 14'x70' 2 bdms. 2 full baths, allStenographers Recorder/ace.,$175; 13" Frontage, for further information, J, FOR SALE: 5 ACRE Parcel, $22,500.00. FOR SALE: 1960 CORVAIR runs good, elec. Otto Lenhart, 380 E. Pole Rd.,mow tires/studs, $30. Fred M. Yoelin, H. Harty, 825 Lake Blvd., Redding, Wilbur Marshall. Rte 1 Box 444A. Wil- some bod.v work, cohectors izem. 620 Box 7. Lynden, Wa. 98264. Reg. No.2208 Amberwood Lane, San Jose. Ca. Ca. 96001. Reg. No. 0674741. 1-78 ton, Ca. 95693. (916) 687-6796. ' Reg. Madison St., P.O. Box 206, Esparto, 0413266. 3/7895131. Reg. No. 1715141. 1-78 FOR SALE: MACK No. 401 Gas Motor 892694.2-78 CA 95627. (916) 787-3396. Reg. No. FOR SALE: ATLAS Lathe 10' swingFOR SALE: EATON International Bog- Parts: Rods, Pistons, Crankshaft, Gen- FOR SALE: 1970 Four Star Camper, good 327912. 2-78 w/following attachments. end mill-~eesliera~usiht;1~'9?r'Luk}~~ige  ''W~, I~~g;~j~tar~~pflyb~xhel~; 18:dwaonodd 2,%: ;13~tsieschposc~~,£0%&;rscocti FOR SALE: CLEAR LAKE, Calif, 416 chuck & bits 2-3 jaw chucks, 1-4

Daly City, Ca. 94014. (415) 333-9006. Hoist $350.00 also 13' & 14' Dump downs, also has porta Dotty. $1.200. or level. corner lots utilities in street. jaw chuck, taper atta. extra. parts,
Reg. No. 154371. 1-78 Boxes. Leslie Mulhair. 97 Southridge best offer. Jim Robinow, P.O. Box $18,500, Ellsworth Bellinger, 359 Col- cutting bits. tool holders, etc. $800.

FOR SALE: COMPLETE Drilling & Way. Daly City, Ca. 94014. (415) 333- 3297, San Leandro, Ca. 94578. days lett Ct., Brentwood, CA 94513. (415) Jerry Kakuk. 5440 Bear Mtn. Rd„
Trenching Business serving Bay Area, 9006. Reg. No. 154371. 2-78 (415) 562-2773: eve. (415) 537-1815. 634-1410. Reg. No. 0969649. 2-78 Redding. CA. 96001, 916/275-1034. Reg.
Lots of work, some financing avail- FOR SALE: TWO Big-O Aspen snow Reg. No. 1440656. 2-78 FOR SALE: 10 HORSE POWER Byron No. 1003111. 3/78
able. Arthur Strasser, 525 Driscoll tires, G78-15, on Chevy 5 lug wheels; FOR SALE: A ACRES Walnut Orchard, Jackson Turbine pump w/motor, 74' FOR SALE: 94' CABOVER CAMPERRoad, Fremont, Ca. 94538. (415) 656- $60. Chevy pick-up: Chrome rear over 200, 7-yr-old trees in production, of 5" column, 2 stage bowls, $1200.00 excel. cond. refrig., stove, sleeps 2,
0848. Reg. No. 647495. 1-78 bumper, $75. Spare tire rack, $15. P. including all equip. & dryer, plus 2 or best offer. Michael Hannagan, Rt. rnust see to appreciate. $600. Jess

furnished Mobile Homes, also lg. ga- 1, Box 1048, Woolland, CA 95695. Lansdale Jr.. Rt. 2 Box 498. Cotton-
rage & storage bldg. comp. fenced, (916) 662-1393. Reg. No. 1673629. 2-78 wood, CA. 96022, 916/347-3595 or 385-
all and more. $85,000. Ed Siroshton, FOR SALE: 1972 DODGE CHARGER 1126. Reg. No. 1712696. 3/78
4344 River Land Dr. Anderson, Ca.
96007 (916) 465-2904. Reg. No. 0904458 $950.; 1962 Corva ir Monza 2-door, Re- FOR SALE: TRENCHER VERMEER

built engine, $1100.00. A.C. Bashnich, T<00, digs 4' deep widths 9"-20", ex.Pers©»al Notes Mid engine Targa ultimate island car 94601. (415) 534-3556. Reg. No. 0360521. 24" & front tire wheel 16"x650. Will
2-78 cond. $4,500. M.F. Backhoe BucketFOR SALE: '72 PORSCHE 914 $4,600.

2-78 trade for pickup camper. Jannes25 mpg. factory mags. AM/FM Cas-

 4901 Tidewater Ave., Oakland, CA

Templeton, 875 Lily Ave., Cupertino,sette. Jan Pitts. Kioe St. Waialua, Hi. FOR SALE: 1905 FORD, 4 wheel drive CA. 408/734-4090. Reg. No. 1163210.(8081 637-4161. Reg. No 1389404. 2-78 boom truck, auto trans. equip. w/ 3/78
FOR SALE: ENGLISH BULLDOG dump bed & Pitman boom $12,500. A.

PUPS, brown & white AKC Reg. C. Bashnick, 4901 Tidewater Ave., FOR SALE: BEST BUY in Santa Rosa
Born 12/9/77, Good blood line, $325. Oakland, CA 94601. (415) 534-3556. 4 possible 5 adjoining lots, zoned Rl

Marysville Jeff Abrams, 4756 N. Fruit. Fresno, Reg. No. 0360521. 2-78 appr. for wells. R. C. Miller, 27 Spring
Lane, Fairfax. CA. 94903. 415/45+9672.Ca. 93705. (209) 229-1745. Reg. No. FOR SALE: SUPER FAST JET BOAT, Reg. No. 0865451. 3 /78Our deepest sympathies to the family and freinds' of deceased 551768181. 2-78 18' Southwind, 454 cu. in. Chev. Spe-

WANTED: OLD PICTURE POST cial Berkeley pump. tandem trailer. FOR SALE: 538 ACRES land in heartBrothers, Claude Brown, Frank Dillard, Donald Moulden, Bime U. CARD, Easter, Birthday, Thanksgiv- Bob Baroni, 2275 Orlean Dr., Pinole, of Stanislaus Forest, 11 mi. Yosemite,
Voris, Public Employee Dan Nishita and Tammy Foursha, Daughter ing, 4th of July. & X'mas etc. Mau- · CA 94564. (415) 758-8144. Reg. No. ideal for recreational development.

rice E. Jones, 4023 Stanley, Pleasan- 1225929. 2-78 R. C. Miller. 27 Spring Lane. Fairfax,of Jerry Foursha . ton. Ca. 94566 4415) 846-2293 . Reg. WANTED : FRONT END body & parts 0865451 . 3/78
CA. 94903. 415/454-9672. Reg. No.

Get well wishes are extended to Bill Gates, who recently had No. 329142. 2-78 for 1965 Austin Healy 3000, will con-
FOR SALE: C.B. BASE STATION. 139 sider complete parts car if cheap.open heart surgery, and to Bill Rodemaker who has been in the Cobra Side Band 200 Watt, D-104 Mike Sedillo. 726 Marin Dr.. Mill Val-

hospital. power Mike, 500 watt meter ground ley, CA 94941. (415) 388-0599. Reg.
plane. $425. John Hathaway. 804 No. 1728090. 2-78 RULES FOR SUBMITTING ADSSacramento (707) 425-6022. Reg. No. 391930. 2-78 cial 7800 G.V.W. auxiliary gas tanks, • Any Operating Engineer may ad-
Greenhead Wy, Suisun, Ca. 94585, FOR SALE: 1976 FORD rAMPER sne-

Our sympathies are extended to the families and friends of FOR SALE: 1970 1 TON FORD utility sliding back giass, cruise cont,01, 2 vertise in these columns without
deceased brothers Alton Clem, Robert Day, Frank Lawrence, Don- much more, sharp $8,000. John Hatha- brakes, auto 36.000 miles, $4995.00. Al he wishes to sell, swap, or pur

box, 200 lin. air comp.. oxy. & acl., batteries, power steerins nower charge any PERSONAL PROPERTY
ald Moulden, Hallam Seal, and Edward Wilkinson. way, 804 Greenhead Wy, Suisun. CA. Williamson, 948-0725 or 466-8717 Reg.

94585. (707) 425-6022. Reg. No. 391930. NO. 2-78 chase. Ads will not be accepted forCondolences go to Brother W. L. Fisk an the passing of his wife 2.78 FOR SALE: 3 BDRM., 2 BATH HOME rentals, personal services or side-
Virginia. FOR SALE: 1972 DODGE van camper. on 1 acre, 4 yrs. old ww carpet, lines.

318 V8-3 spd. h/c running water, fenced corral. In Prunedale (45 mi, Our ' sympathies are extended to the families and friends of shower, pottie, AC, heat, 40 gal. wa- from San Jose) $73.000. available • PRINT OR TYPE the wording you
deceased members Raymond Trimble, Leon Taddie, John Cecil, and ter, 57,000 miles' green & white $4600. 7/1/78. Phil Adkins, 19118 Marjorie want in your advertising on a sep-

or trade for land. L. Thill 1500 Hearn Rd,, Salinas, CA 93907. 663-4479, Reg. arate sheet of paper, limiting your-William George. Ave, Santa Rosa, CA. 95401.1707) 544- No. 1620527. 2-78 self to 30 words or less, including
Condolences go to Brother Harry Crigler on the passing of his F€~79~,Re~:~7007;804~n ~278Pass. Cha- F~ms.Aurc~(~~arag~024~m& T(:Te your NAME, complete ADDRESS

wife Myrtle and also to Brother Frank Mizer on the passing of his teau Wgn.. red, AT. 56,000 miles. L. rental house, on 3 acres Iandscaped, and REGISTER NUMBER.
Thill, 1500 Hearn Ave, Santa Rosa. many out buildings, 2100' elev. gar- • Allow for a time lapse of severalwife Muriel. CA. 95401 (707) 544-6679. Reg. No. den & trees. C. L. Greenwell, P.O.

We wish a speedy recovery to Smoky Goodwin's boy who under- 0728471. 2-78 156, Brownsville, CA, 95919 or 916/ weeks between the posting of let-
FOR SALE: 1958 INT-3 yrd. concrete 675-2607. Reg. No. 0473777. 3/78 ters and receipts of your ad by ourwent hip surgery at the Methodist Hospital. mixer new engine 372-Rd, full air-5-2 WANTED: 22' or 24' Holiday rambler readers.

speed, 2 aple $2,500. J. Trundle, P.O. travel trailer 1969-1972. Must be in ~
Box S/7, West Point, CA, 95255. (209) good shape. Russ Jacobson, 8450 South Please notify Engineers SwapSanta Rosa 293-7361. Re:. No. 43315. 2-78 2200 West. West Jordan, Utah 84084. Shop as soon as the property you

Glad to report Marvin Massey is home doing very well after spend- FOR SALE: DEVILBISS electrostatic 801/255-0555. Reg. No. 087321]0. 3/78 have advertised is sold.
spray unit: gun ho,-s  meter, 2 fal, FOR SALE: VICTOR combination trucking some time in the hospital. Good to konw you're feeling better, pressure pot $600., 436" jointer; trade 50' dual hose 12' boder hose 2 small • Because the purpose should be

Marv. for 6x48 disc-belt sander, C. J. Rosin. oxygen tanks, 1 acetylene tank many served within the period, ads
Star Rt. 1, Box 18, Angels Camp, CA. burning tips some new, welding tips henceforth will be dropped fromWith regret we report the death of two of our Brothers, Glenn 95222. (209) 736-2293. Reg. No. 0876187. & many extras. G. E. Bjorson, Rt. 5- the newspaper after three months.

Carbrey, retired, and Phillip Melton. Our sincerest condolences are 2-78 Box 632, Grass Valley, CA. 95$45.
FOR SALE: 1978 GRAND PRIX $400.00 Reg. No. 0459108. 3/78 • Address all ads to: Engineers

extended to the families and friends of our Iate Brothers. & take over lease fully equip. moon FOR SALE: DRILLING tools 20" drill Swap Shop, DALE MARR, Editor,
roof. everything; 1960 Chevrolet dump bucket $50. · 26" drill bucket $50.; 36" 474 Valencia Street, San Francisco,Ignacio good, engine 348. Allison transmission Kelley 25' $500. Verl Larkin, 11267 E. your register number. No ad will be
truck, good tires 10.00-20, runs very drill bucket $150.: 4:k" double Scope Calif. 94103. Be sure to include

Congratulations to Brother Lyle Gilson and his wife Nina, who w/3 speed Browner, hushing in rear Hwy 26. Stockton, CA. 95295. 209/
end. Johnny Amos. 938 Runnymede 931-3878. Reg. No. 1288096. 3/78 published without thi$ information.celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary on November 20th. An

Open House was held in their honor at the Veterans Memorial Building
in Petaluma. Their five sons together with their families and friends More from Urban Strategy Assailedhelped them celebrate this joyous occasion. Brother Gilson is a retiree.

Our condolences to Brother Don Verke on the passing of his wife
(Continued from Page 3) to fund local projects which areHelen on November 24th. not consistent with the masterBrother A. M. Dewey was recently at Kaiser Hospital, but we are San Jose mately have to move into the

f happy to report he is now at home. (Continued from Page 5) city. plan, it will lobby the federal gov-
ernment to withdraw financing ofBrother "Sandy" Mills dropped in, and we were happy to see They were working the surf, • Proposed public projects that those federally funded projectshim looking so good, after his recent hospitalization. and with high waves and high are not "consistent with state pro- that the state disapproves of.Brother Milt Peterman had a slight accident on Bresnan-Dalecio's tide, they would have to get the jections" will not receive state The state will also expand itsjob, and should be back to work by the time this goes to press. loaders out of the surf and wait funding. This includes waste efforts to develop new apprentice-

Redding for the tide to go out, before they treatment projects that the state ship programs, a "bone of conten-
Our deepest sympathies to the family and many friends of Brother could get back to work on the believes would lead to rapid Popu- tion that Local 3 has been chew-

H. E. "Red" Pearson. Brother Pearson passed away after a lengthy rip-rap to save the houses on the lation growth. ing on for the last two years,"
illness. He had worked for many years for O'Hair Construction and beach. One backhoe operator got • The administration will con- Marr noted.
had continued to work for them until a year ago when his illness out into the surf too far and a tinue to push for abolition of the
forced him to leave. Red, as most of his friends knew him, will be big wave turned the hoe over and Iaws that reserve gas taxes for

it took two 966 loads to get it highway funding. It appears to bemissed.
We all wish a speedy recovery to Brother Jess Kirch-the last we out of the water. the intent of the Brown adminis- ATTEND YOUR

heard he was in Kansas City at St. Mary's Hospital. Hurry and get There isn't any big job, but tration to finance many of the
there are a lot of small jobs new regulatory agencies and state UNION MEETINGSwell Jess.

Speedy recovery to Brothers Wayne Coleman and Harold Steven- going at this time. It seems that programs with gas tax money.
son, Chuck Stockton, Ray Black and Whitey Bristow. Hurry and get every company that does tele- • The state will not only refuse
well-the rains will cease and work we hope will start-so you better phone work is now working in
be ready to go. Santa Cruz County with two or

more brothers working these jobs.Fresno All the sand plants have been
We would like to extend our sympathies to the families and friends very busy with Santa Cruz Ag- More from Mayfield

of our recently deceased Brothers William W. Bolin, John Bruhn, Lou gregates adding four more broth-
Kiser, Otis L. Lacey, Edward Patterson and David Williams: ers and starting a second shift to (Continued from Page 5)

Following is a letter received by this office from Mrs. David catch up building a stockpile. tag on this project will be at least $360 million and will take
Williams: This should help some of the a minimum of 4 years to complete. It will be located northeast

Dear Mr. Odom, brothers until it dries out. of Winnemucca, Nevada and is remote enough that an on-site -
I have received the death payment from Local 3 and I Stan Ogara has opened a sand- camp for employees will be constructed with some camper and

again want to thank you for coming out with the papers and wich and salad bar in Hollister at trailer facilities to be constructed for supplemental lodging
the beautiful Bible which I shall treasure ali my life. Sunrise Plaza. "Any of you, broth- purposes.

We have received so much help through the Union with all ers, working in Hollister and In conclusion, I hope by the time this article reaches the
the things they pay. It's truly a wonderful organization for the would like a good lunch, stop in press that Heckett Engineering and the Dynalectron agreement ...
working man and his family. and say hello," Pahel urged. covering employees on the Missile Base near Green River, Utah

1 My sincere thanks. "Stan is still a member and had will have been reached, as final negotiations are scheduled
Sincerely, worked for Hillsdale Rock in the immediately.
Hazel Williams San Juan Bautista Plant."
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1978 SCHEDULE OF SEMI-ANNUAL MEETINGS
Location: Masonic Auditorium, 1111 California St., San Francisco, Ca.
Dates : Saturday, July 8th ( 1 : 00 p .m.) ~A POLITICAL ANALYSIS

DISTRICT AND SUB-DISTRICT MEETINGS
MARCH APRIL Freedom Is Lost11 Eureka, Tues., 8 p.m. Art1 Salt Lake City, Wed., 8 p.m. 12 Redding, Wed., 8 p.m.

a

2 Reno, Thur., 8 p.m. 19 <~~~s~Wed., 8 p .m. When We Get Of The16 San Jose, Thur., 8 p.m. 26 Honolulu, Wed., 7 p.m.
23 Santa Rosa, Thur., 8 p.m. 27 Hilo, Thur., 7:30 p.m.

DISTRICT AND SUB-DISTRICT MEETING PLACES Too Complacent pos sible "
San Francisco, Engineers Sacramento, CEL&T Bld g.,

Bldg., 474 Valencia St. 2525 Stockton Blvd. To Defend It
Eureka, Engineers Bldg; 2806 Fresno, Engineers Bldg., 3121 BY KEN ERWIN ~

Broadway. E. Olive St.
Redding, Engineers Bldg., 100 Ukiah, Grange Hall (opposite

Lake Blvd. 101 Motel), State Street, Ukiah. Politics! Politics! Politics! All is politics! doms, and no matter how pervasive our
Oroville, Prospectors Village, Salt Lake City, 1958 W. No. History has indelibly established that disillusionment with our elected offi-

Oroville Dam Blvd. Temple. homo sapiens is by nature a social, eco- cials, we must participate in the process
Honolulu, Washington School Yuba City - Yuba-Sutter

(Cafetorium), 1633 S. King St. Fairgrnds, Arts/Crafts Bldg., nomic and religious (translate supersti- or see our way of life disappear.
Franklin Ave. tious, if you will) being. Philosophy andHilo, Kapiolani School, 966 Reno, Musicians Hall, 124 West Several years ago, we spot-checked our

Kilauea Ave. Taylor. sociology generally agree that as indivi- membership list against registrars of
San Jose, Labor Temple, 2102 Watsonville, Veterans Memo- duals we are the sum of our heredity, en- voters lists and found that an unusually

Almaden Rd. rial Bldg., 215 Third. vironment and accident (translate life ex- large number of members in certain dis-Provo, Provo City PowerStockton, Engineers Bldg., 2626 Building, 251 West 800 North, periences) at any given time of our life. tricts were not registered to vote. More
N, California. Provo, Utah Theologians view humans as naturally than fifty per cent were unregisteredOakland, Labor Temple, 23rd Ogden, Ramada Inn, 2433 selfish creatures seeking first their own voters in one area.& Valdez. Adams Ave.

good, i.e. physical satisfaction and accept-

Pof fTlof¢ Information: cause they are created in the image of a would hope that every member would

This year we will have registrars in
ing responsibilities for others only be- every district and sub-district office, and

CREDITUNION First Mover and/or Prime Cause (trans- find the time to exercise this vital fran-
OPERATING ENGINEERS LOCAL NO. 3 late both as God and/or Jesus.) chise. You will also be receiving voter

6300 Village Parkway, Dublin, CA (415) 829-4400 Agnostics deny the necessity of any registration cards by mail and, of course,
formal religion and atheists say the whole the local registrar of voters will have fa-Please send me information as in- order of nature was an accident in time

dicated below. Have You Checked cilities open during the normal workingand space, and that history is the first hours, In some cities and counties you
0 Membership Your Dues? cause. may even register at your voting place.
0 Phone-A-Loan Dues Schedule for Period Maybe all the above is an over simplifi- As a free American and trade unionist,
0 Shares/Dividends 10-1-77 through 9-30-78 cation in light of the multiplicity of sects, it is vital that you fulfill this obligation
0 7% Investment Certificates Incal 3 $81, (Per Qtr.) causes and isms that spin off from thdse to yourself and your country.Local 3A $78. (Per Qtr.)
0 Vacation Pay/Monthly Local 3B $78. (Per Qtr.) assumptions. However, one thing is clear

Transfer Freedom is only lost when we becomeLocal 3C $78. (Per Qtr.) -the thread of practical politics, the art too complacent to defend it. So, register,0 Signature/Personal Loan Local 3E $78. (Per Qtr.)
Local 3R $78. (Per Qtr.) of the possible, is clearly discernible in and vote your individual conscience. You0 New/Used Auto/Pickup/ Local 3D *Variable by Unit the tapestry of all time.Van Loan can make a difference.

0 New/Used Motor Home Please Note: An amendment To systemize and identify political re-
Loan to Article VI - Dues of the ***

Local Union By-Laws adopted lations, either personal and/or historical,
0 New/Used Mobile Home by the members at the semi- would take several lifetimes. However, DUMB OR INDIFFERENT? To show

Loan annual meeting held on July politics as a vehicle for public expression the difficulty of arousing the public to a0 New/Used Boat/Motor/ 9, 1977 deletes the provision
Trailer Loan that a member can pay dues by the people has always been an inte- coming crisis, Colorado Gov. Lamm tells

in advance of an increase at
0 Travel Trailer/Camper Loan the "old" rate (the rate in ef- gral part of the American Experience. of the politician who asked constituents
0 Share/Investment Certifi- feet prior to the effective date The very heartbeat of our nation de- if they thought the biggest problem fac-

cate Secured Loan of such increase). Therefore, pends on the right of the individual to ex- ing government officials was public ig-the dues rates for the periods0 First Mortgage Loan as indicated above apply re- press his concerns at the ballot box. norance or public apathy. The most com-
0 Second Mortgage Loan gardless of when payment is Government by the consent of the gov- mon answer: "I don't know and I don'tmade.0 Assistance in Refinancing *Due to the variation in the erned is the foundation block of all free- care."Automobile Loan

wage structures of the 3D and
0 Temporary Disability Industrial Units, the members

Insurance will be notified of applicable -
0 Share Insurance Protection dues for their respective units.

on Share Deposits Tom Hayden , CED ' Labor' Party
NAMF (Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 13) The finaI questions were: Why nuclear power stations." The
ADDRFSS

chiefly to sh<irpen the capa. is Tom Hayden working within the advocacy of nuclear power is

CITY/STATF 7'P city of the system for manip- system now, rather than the a nonpartisan issue, and has
street tactics of the 196Os?" Hay- the support of leaders in bothulation and oppression." den replied, "The river follows the major parties, as well as theSOC. SECURITY NO. -Tom Hayden, ground, we don't choose to work AFL-CIO, and

SDS leader, 1966. within or without the system. The "WHEREAS, The national
TELEPHONF /

Veteran Democratic party ac- issues decide the tactic." And is leaders of the so called Labor
tivists suggested to Engineers the Campaign for Economic De- Party have been identified as
News that Hayden's intent was to mocracy patterned after the old a small group of extremists

IMPORTANT 7 keep the pot boiling and hope for Students for a Democratic Society one of whose stated aims is the
a popular issue to latch onto. They of the 196Os? "Might be SDS," overthrow of the present lead-

De,cifed comp/efion of Ihis form wilf pointed out that Hayden has al- finished Tom Hayden, CED head ership of American unions, on
nol onfy assure you of receiving your
ENGINEERS NEWS each morah, il will ready shown himself to be adept and future political candidate for the basis of some pseudo-Marx-
also assure you of feceiving o,her im- at getting into coalitions with almost any office that would pro- ist aim. This group seems to
porfant mail from your Local Union. larger, more influential groups vide a power base for the "new have plenty of money to spend,
Please fill oul corefuNy and check and picking up on issues other left" turned old. although the sources of its
dosely before moiling. US. ' ~~~~~

 ing crises and an unstable situa- Safety Committeemen Inactivated fore, be it
groups have developed. Develop- funds are not known; there-

Dist. Name Agent

REG. NO. tion, they say, allows groups to 20 Robert Butler J, Johnston *RESOLVED: That this con-
move in with their own agenda. 20 Pete Ceasri H. Munroe vention of the National AFL-

20 Rocky Costa C. Ivie
LOCAL UNION NO. "Heighten the contradic- 5 Farris K Cummings g: ifi~ all affiliates to have nothing to

William Cowden E. Butler CIO go on record as advising
SOC. SECURITY NO tions'" 20 Jack Cunningham

20 Fred W. Davis R. Butler do with the so-called US Labor"Rub raw the sores of discon- 20 Lowell Diggs J. JohnstonNAME - - tentJ" 20 Manuel Fernandez B. Barks Party, and be it further
20 Charles Harris C. Ivie RESOLVED: That the Na-

-Old SDS slogans. 20 Ronald Hender - C. IvieNEW ADDRESS . 20 Alfred Huber C. Ivie tional AFL-CIO maintain a
Tom Hayden, "I am looking for- 20 Douglas Jojo it, lkut~~~ continuous monitoring of the20 Vernon E. Hughes

CITY. _ - ward to what I think will be the 20 LIoyd Lyman C. Ivie activities of this group, and ex-
20 Gary Newman J. Johnston . ·

STATF ZIP . social explosion in the 1980's. This 20 Harold T. Nield B. Barks pose its findings to all affil-
new mood will permit CED to ex- 20 Ronald E. Powell

Clip and mail to Engineers News, 474 Valencia St., S. F., Calif. 94103 20 Mel J. Sackett G. *d~j iates at appropriate intervals."
incomple,I #orms will no, be processed. pand our program." 20 Orville O. Sargent H. Munroe


